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CURRY COUNTY FAIR DATES OCTOBER 5th and 6th.
New Mexico Mutual Life
and Aid Association

New Mexico Mutual Life
and Aid Association

Makta It poaslbla for our horn paopla
to carry protection for our bomaaat

iu

Is furnlahlnr protection for hundredi of
woman and children In our county who
hava never before boon provided for.

lowaat possible aoat

A. W. Skarda, Pres.
C. C. Baker. Sec.
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NO.
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CLOVIS, CURRY COUNTY. NEW MEXICO.

14

THOUSAND DOLLARS RAISED
FOR COUNTY FAIR.

SEPTEMBER 24,

Headlight Has a Birthday

Dead Man at Throttle

1915

$1.00

per Year

CONTRACT LET FOR
THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

With this issue the Headlight
The eastbound accommodation closes another year of its life
train on the El Paso & South- and starts on its thirty-fourtwestern railway yesterday ran year, stronger and better than
an unknown number of miles it has ever been.
Since its
years
with a dead man at the throttle foundation, thirty-threThe finance committee was
E. W. Vaughn, proprietor of
Nelson Darling Coming
Complete Jury Lists
of its locomotive. The fireman ago, the Headlight has tasted
busy Tuesday soliciting funds
the
planing mill has been notiAlmost everybody has heard
Sheriff Moye has served al discovered at Ancho, twenty-siits full share of good luck and
from the Clovi9 business men
fied that his bid to build the new
lecDarling,
of
Nels
the great
for the purpose of defraying the the jurors selected for the next miles from this city, the division bad, but under the different
reputation extend- Christian Church has been acexpenses of the big show and to term of Court beginning Sep point, that the engineer was managements which have con- turer with a
cepted and that the contract is
trolled its destinies, the paper ing from coast to coast. His ready for
pay for the atheletic events teraber 27 and has therefore dead.
the signatures. The
was Charles has steadfastly maintained its hobby is to talk on community Alfalfa Lumber Company
The engineer
which will be in charge of Jack made public the complete lists
will
Jones, of this city, and he had democratic principles.
As we interests and arrangements have supply
Hull. The five hundred dollars as follows:
building material for
the
perfected
by
been
Clovis
the
have said, we have tested a fair
complained to his friends
of the people's money donated
CRAND JURY
the big building which will be
share
of bad luck and hard Chamber of Commerce for him 52x(8 with
suffering
was
out
he
that
going
by the boatd of county commisa main auditorium of
J. M. Miller. J. C. Cox. L. C.
to speak here on the 29th. This
sioners will be utilized for crop Fenwick. A. Hankhouse, F. J. from acute indigestion. He did times, but now the sun is shin
34x52
feet.
The building will
arrangment
was made through
exhibits und to send the stuff to Linley, 0. A. Faulk, J. A. Bur not consider it serious, however, ing and prospects are good. It
be
frame
but
it will be pebble
Ellison-WhitB.
J.
ot
Hurd
the
the Albuquerque fair. Con nett, E. C. Pease, K. C. Chil- - and started on his run toTucum-car- will be the endeavor of every chautauqua system
dashed like the Presbyterian
of
Portland,
one on the staff, from the devi
A t Ancho, twenty-sisiJerable money will be needed ders, Alex Shipley, W. H. Rees,
who was here Monday.
A t church and will be one of the
for incidental expenses such as G. F. Forbes. 0. E. Klein. C. J. miles east of here, his fireman up to. the editor, to make the
many places where Mr. Darling finest houses of worship in the
printing tags, tickets, circulars Shoup, L. L. Roberts. A. U. discovered he was dead. His Headlight a better paper in the
spoken, he has been asked city. Pastor Lambert is wearhas
am for display places and the Shull, Bert Curless, E. D. Houk, body was placed upon the west year which is just starting than
for return dates and his lectures ing a broad smile at the thought
like, We sincerely hope, and R. E. Boucher, C. N. Firestone, bound accomodation and brought it has ever been in the genera
always have the effect of creat- of the early completion of the
we believe, that the Curry G. M. Bryan, C. P. Goodrum, J. back to Carrizizo, arriving here tion which has just passed, and
edifice.
Work will begin at
ing a closer community
County fair will be what the F. Watson, Lee Hardy, Jesse at 2:30, less than two hours after to this end we ask the
once.
of those friends who have
name implies and no effort will Lockman. E. H. Robinson and he had left an apparen tly well
by us so well in the past
stood
man.
be made to make political capital J. W. Walters.
A New Yardmaster
Gate Keeper Killed
who
have helped us to place
and
being
is
as
out of the event such
Killed by Lightning
Sam Slate, who was foreman
PETIT JURY
the Headlight in its present po
Elton W. McCaslain,
gate
retorted done in other sections
0. G. Turner, B. F. Kauffman, A woman whose name we have sition as one of the best weeklies of the Vaughn switching crew, keeper a t the Amarillo fair
of the state. The big Elks auditorium is rapidly being erected Helsey Seymore, J. E. Grove, been unable to learn was struck in New Mexico. Deming Head- has been transtered here as grounds, was struck from beyardmaster, succeeding W. R. hind and killed by
a man with
and the crop exhibits will be Jack Taylor, John Manning, G. by lightning and killed near light.
who has been transfered whom
Jewel,
Rip,
language
In
Old
of
the
he had a disagreement
held in this building which will C. Brock, B. V. Hall. J. H. Barry. Grady. Thursday of last week.
Temple, Texas by request on
over the admission fee Tuesday
have the largest floor space of JasTorhett, Hugh Wood. Marion Her brother is a carpenter em- "May it live long and prosper." to
account
of the condition of Mrs. night at 10 o'clock. His
Headlight
school
was
ployed
The
on
established
erection
of
a
the
L.
C.
Roach,
Wes':.
D.
J.
any in eastern New Mexico. Stout,
assail
by J. E. Curren of this paper,
Jewel's health.
ant is unknown and has not been
Reports from ull over the county J. M. Crain, A.W. Skarda. J. T. house in district No GO.
apprehended as he ran and was
indicate that there is going to be Daves, Grover Codgill, J. F.
W.
W.
Curry.
E.
Harmon.
J.
lost in the darkness. The weap
breaking
attendance
record
a
nitniniiuumi
on used was a heavy stick.
and that the exhibits of both Polk. C. Delano, S. W. Brooks,
products and live stock will be W. W. Lundy. W. B. Cramer,
Later: James E. Hearin, a
the largeHt ever shown here. T. A. Brown, J. C. Whittaker,
siwiuumnia
Binjiitmiuni
Santa Fe brakeman running bet
The Sells Floto shows will be J. B. Comer, I. C. Johnson, Wm.
tween Clovis and Amarillo, was
here for the first day which will Burdette. L. M. Boney, J. R.
arrested at Zita, Texas, eight
also add to the attractions as it Carrol, F. E. Lovett, E. C.
miles from Amarillo and has
is one of the largest, if not the Huffman, R. M. Jones and Lar-kiconfessed. Public sentiment is
Ford.
largest, in the world.'
said to be strong against him.
assistcommittee,
The finance
He was employed with conductor
ed by others, were busy again
Sam
Baker.
Railroad News
Wednesday and Thursday and
'tis
succeeded in raising over nine
W. R. Jewell, who for the past
Party Came to Grief
hundred dollars. This amount three years has been yardmaster
A camping party composed of
together with the county appro- here for the Santa Fe. left MonSam McMurry, Dick Cosh. Dick
priation will give us the largest day for Cleburne, Texas, from
Noble, Chas Dannelley, Russell
working fund ever collected for which place he will be assigned
Hardwick
and Roy Smith left for
to service at some point on the
fair purposes.
Sunday, but came to
the
breaks
&
G. C.
S. F. Mr. Jewell, when
grief
on
their
return trip near
exknow
did
here,
not
he
left
To Visit School Districts
Hollene where their car stuck
actly where he would be located.
o f
County Superintendent
in a mud hole and they were
The move was made necessary
Schools, L. C. Mersfelder, left
forced to spend the night on
by reason of his wife's health.
Monday in his big auto in Comprairie. Luckily a friendly
the
perhaps
has never been a
There
pany with R. 0. Robinson, the
hay stack was near and in this
official here than
popular
more
official photographer, and E. E.
the party found lodging and
He was popular
Mr. Jewell.
Forbes, representing the Clovis among
rest. They returned home Monrailroad boys, all of
the
News, for a visit to all the
day noon having seen about a
whom regret to hear of his reschool districts throughout the
dozen
rabbits and one covey of
family
Clovis.
His
moval from
County for the purpose of interbirds on the trip.
accompanied him as far as Amaesting them in the fair work. rillo where they will visit
until
Clothes
They expect to be joined later
he is permanently located,
Married
by State Sup't. Alvan N. White
HNewYorK
ChfcaffiB
Mrs. H. H. Hackney has gone
and the new County SuperintenEd Wright, of Oklahoma, and
to Wellington, Kansas, to visit
dent, J. M. Bickley.
Mrs. Alice Jones, who resides
relatives and friends.
north of Clovis were married
Monday at the office of J. SimpBishop to Leave
Mrs. Hugo Schaefer has gone
Morgan at the court house.
son
The many friends of James to Los Angeles to spend the
Mrs.
Jonse is well known to
Bishop will regret to learn that winter.
people as she has successClovis
he has tendered his resignation
A. Dinan, mechanical superfully
conducted
a farm and
Natas bookkeeper at the First
intendent of this district of the
County
Curry
for sev
in
ranch
on
or
leave
will
and
Bank
ional
Santa Fe with headquarters in
years.
eral
about the first for California, Amarillo, underwent an operwhere he will reside in the fu- ation at the local Santa Fe hosWoodman Circle
ture- He has been succeeded pital a few days ago. He is reDeputy Here
Watonga,
Petree,
of
by L. C.
ported as getting along nicely.
Oklahoma.
Mrs: Lily Ellis, state deputy
America-Var- sity
Brakeman, F. E. Taylor and
of
the Woodman Circle, is in the
family departed the first of the
city
and will be here for some
Elks
Amarillo
to
on
few
Kansas
a
for
week
f
in the interest of the so
time
About a dozen or more of the weeks' visit.
Mrs. E. B. Manchester,
ciety.
members of the Clovis Elks
Mrs. J. 0. Prichard is visiting
guardian of the order,
supreme
lodge left today for Amarillo her parents in Kinsley, Kansas.
will
tour
the state in November
Day"
Texas to celebrate "Elks
new Groves at Grady
the
daughand
Mrs. R. F. Pixley and
at the big Panhandle fair.
.
and Texico will be invited to
ter are visiting relatives in
Clovis and meet her.
Dodge City, Kansas.
R. F. Davis, of Cincinnati and
R. 0. Greene, formerly with
R. L. Neidermann, of MissisFor Sale: Newton wagon,
sippi, have purchased the Crystal the Fred Harvey system here,
know if you don't get a cojy of the Style Book
Let
ui
good
as new, bows, canvas sheet
charge.
past
has been in our midst the
Cafe and have taken
of double harness, used
and
set
recently
traveling
is
until
for
Davis,
was
now
week.
Ht
Mr.
only
short time. A bargain.
employed as a cook on an ocean the Cudahy Packing Company
Ata Appleman.
liner and was in both England out of Wichita, Kansas, and is
Clovis Post Office.
At
assigned
territory
to
and France at the opening of temporarily
f
locality..
in
this
the war.
Carrizozo,

N. M., Sept. 16.
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Hart Schallher &Marx
Good

Makers

B B B

The Hart Schaffner & Marx Style Book
for fall is ready

It

gives you definite and helpful facts about
fall clothing; be sure you have it. The pictures
show you how you'll look in the most popular
styles in

Fifty Five, the stylish suit
Varsity Six Hundred, the stylish overcoat
The clothes themselves are here ready for you

to try on and wear.

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Co.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"
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SEVENTH INSTALLMENT
CHAPTER XIX.

Tommy hud not gone mad. From the
roll of shirting material he tore
enough bnmd strips to reach to the
sidewalk, knotted them together, made
a double bowknot which is almoHt bb
easy to sit In as a chair) mude Co
lestla Hit in it, swung tier out of the
window, and lowered her to safety.
Mis own escape wus not as easy, for
every moment thn lire gained upon
him, and he wus unconscionably
scorched, while muking the upper end
of his line fast. A moment after
he reached the sidewalk the line
burned through and fell.
Tommy wag so dazed that when a
reporter asked him what his name
was, he told him, and all his friends
bad the pleasure of reading about the
rescue in the afternoon papers.
rtarcluy and Stilllter were very much
disturbed, and Mary Hluckstone was
so furious with jealousy that she succeeded in making Fitch, who was with
her when she read the paper, furiously Jealous, too.
Hut he kept this
to himself.
Mary was not only angry with
Tommy and Celestia, but she was
angry with herself.
"It was in my power," she thought,
"to pull thut minx's claws. Tommy
brought her here, and
refused to
taka her In. I was a fool. It's natural enough that in a surrounding of
common laboring girls she should
bine out like a superior being. She
is good looking; there's no doubt
about that. And she's probably got a
magnetic voice, and knows how to roll
her eyes and make men feel sorry for
her. And so she's made a fool of
Tommy. Dut put her among the kind
of people he's used to and see how
When
he'll bear that comparison!
be sees her trying to eat oysters with
a spoon for instance, and mistaking father's butler for the president of the
I'nlted States If I'd only taken her In
for a few days and asked people to
meet her! I wonder if it's too late
now ?"
The more she thought along these
lines the less she thought that it was
too late to do anything. Celestia's
address, owing to the notoriety of the
Octagon fire wag now common knowledge, and without any exact plan Mary
determined to visit her as a preliminary to disillusioning Tommy.
She confided the idea to no one.
The Octagon fire did not really
shake Celestia s faith In herself, ber
origin or her destiny, but It set her
to asking questions. What line must
she draw between herself as a human
being and herself as a celestial? Already certain pains of this earth and
certain pleasures had been thrust
upon her. She had not been able to
prevent the lire, or to escape its terrors.
No more could she keep her
heart from beutlug a little quicker
whenever she thought of Tommy. Mow
long was she to he a human being?
Until her work was done a tew years
at best. She would have to eat, and
to drink and to sleep. What other indulgences could she grunt herself?
Already Tommy hud helped her with
ber work, if only by the fact of saving
her lire so that site could work. If
be could be always near her, wouldn't
And she
lie be always helping?
couldn't answer any of these questions satisfactorily.
There were two
voices in her mind. One kept saying
"Let yourself go love him it's all
right," while the other kep'. saying "Of
course you are human for the moment,
but you have no right to be as other
humans are. You mustn't let one man
displace from your heart that love of
the whole world which it contains."
"Celestia," Tommy suid to her one
day (his hands still in bunduges from
superficial burns) "if only to be logical
and consistent, you oulil to murry
me. I know that you are absolutely
sincere in the belief thut you are going to make the wholo world happy-I'a small part or the world. Unless you make me happy, ami you don't
show any symptoms of doing that, you
can't possibly succeed, can you?"
Celestia considered, half smiling.
Then she said, wholly Binding: "What
did you mean the other day when you
said merely to look at me. merely to
breathe the same air I breathed, merely to bear the sound of my voice was
happiness for you?"
"Oh, Celestia," be said, hopelessly,
"there's no answer to questions like
that. Those are the things that a man
just has to say to the girl he loves. 1
Ion't know w hy be bas to say 'em, hut
he does. Tbey are the truth and not
tfce truth. It's heaven just to look at
JCU. Yes it IS And In the. moment of

great

1

looking it's hell to think that maybe
you are never going to love me and
belong to me."
"Marriage," she said, "is a whole
life's work in itself. And already I've
a whole life's work cut out for me.1
"Celestia," said Tommy, "you are
so wonderful I believe you could da
two whole lifes' works at once. 1 do
And I well maybe 1 could manage one
on my own account; but it wouldn't
be work.
It would be doing things
Just couldn't help doing loving you
and trying to make you happy. '
"Tommy," said Celestia, "If now
when we are not even engaged to be
married, you exert yourself In every
way to keep me from going about
among the people and telling them
how the world may be made a better
state, try in fact to keep me all to
yourself, how would it be if we were
married? I've got to go the way I
have been sent to go, and you, with
the law on your side, and all the tra
ditions of a man's rights in marriage
would try to prevent me "
"What If I promised not to?"
"You'd have to promise thut."
"I want you so," exclaimed Tommy,
"that I'll promise anything. Will you
marry me?"
"I don't know, Tommy dear," she
said.
ile drew a long breath, rose and
walked to the window.
"I think not," said Celestia, and
then noting the really tragic expres
sion upon the young man's fuce, she
added, "Hut sometimes I think I'd like
to."
It hud been found necessary to in
stall a telephone in the Douglass
house, on account of the swiftly
spreading range of Celestia's engagements.
ThlB was now Beard, ringing and a
moment later Freddie the Ferret in
terrupted them to say that someone
wanted to speak with Mr. Hurclay.
Tommy returned from the telephone
looking still more dejected.
"I expected to stay all afternoon,"
he said, "and help you with your
mall; but it seems that my father
wants to see me very urgently and I
suppose I've got to go?"
"Of course you have," suid Celestia,
cheerfully.
"Freddie," said Tommy, "1 neglected
to bang up the receiver, will you do
it?"
It was sometimes hard to get rid
of Freddie.
When the Ferret had gone out, Tommy made one last appeal to Celestia,
going very close to her and speaking
swiftly in a low voice.
She heard him out gravely, and
at tbe end of his impassioned pleading shook ber bead still more gravely.
"When I know what Is right for
me to do," she said, "then I'll tell
you. And what 1 tell you will be final.
There are some debts that people have
no right to pay. Perhaps my life,
which I owe to you. Is such a dabt.
I don't know.
Hut I know this, thut if
you want to go on seeing me, you
mustn't make love to me any more.
It makes it so much harder for me
shall
to think clearly. Some morning
wake up knowing what I ought to do,
and if I wake up knowing that I ought
not to marry you, then of course, I
won't."
Tears gathered In her eyes, and she
added, "Even though it broke my
heart. Now go."
"Muy I come buck when I've seen
1

my

"Where do you come in?"

n

Tom-

my, simply.

"Hum!"
"Perhaps I should

put It more
strongly."
"Do you mean that you are paying
her serious attentions?"
"In so far as she will receive them."
"I'm very sorry," aald Barclay.
"I'm sorry, that you are sorry."
"Iletter go away, Tommy. It will
hurt, but not for long. Why not tuke
a few friends' for a cruise. I'll send
you round the world, if you like. You
can hobnob with maharajas and Malay
potentates,
catch inahseer, shoot
tigers, race elephants "
"Don't you think I'm old enough
to know my own mind?"
"How about her career? She seems
to be doing good In the world. Few
are. You don't want to spoil her
life."
"Oh, It's no use arguing," Bald
Tommy, rising, "I must marry her
If she will have me. Even if I thought
it wrong and unfair, I am no longer a
free agent."
"How will you support her?"

"Why"

Barclay shook bis head.
"You've bad a great deal of money
to spend. What have you saved?"
"I'm not a mouse," suid Tommy.
"And you are nni a cut. You are
cutting me off, because you honestly
think it will be for my good. Well, God
knows I don't know how to make a living, but I cun try."
"Whenever you chunge your mind
about Celestia, or give ine a definite
promise that you will not try to marry
her, I sliull be more thun glud to put
you once more upon your old footing."
"Well," said Tommy, "we've had a
good many differences of opinion, but
we've never quarreled, have we?"
He held out his hand.
"My hat off," said Barclay, "to the
best sportsman I have ever known."
But in his heart he thought that
Tommy would very soon tire of earning a living, and his word went forth
to the effect that be would not look
with approval on any institution which
should offer salaried employment to
Tommy Barclay. And from one institution to another this word spread like
rumor.
Hut Tommy did not at once look for
employment. Of course that, considering how difficult it is to find employment, would have been a sensible thing
to do. Hut he did what a lover would
do.
He went at once to look for
Celestia.
Meanwhile no less important a person than Mary Bluckstone had looked
for Celestia and found her. Descendcar
ing from a
of foreign make, she bad rung the
front door bell of the Douglass house
and been admitted by Freddie tbe Ferret, whose chief pleasure tn life it
bad become to be efer as near Celestia as possible, to do chores for ber
and to run ber errands.
"You want to see ber?" ssked Freddie.
"Celestia? Yes."
"Step right in."
He ushered ber into a front room
where Celestia wus busy at a table
covered with papers.
"High-flye- r
to see you," announced
Freddie, and withdrew.
Celestia rose and came shyly for- -

Do yon wind If I say that.

are perfectly beautiful"
"But I belong to a different station
In life than this mutual friend of ours
You

who is so susceptible to romance and
beauty, and you have come to beg
off for him with arguments about blast
ed prospects and nined careers and
social ostracism?
Though Celestia spoke with great
gentleness Miss Ulackstone was for
a moment greatly taken aback. Hut
recovering she laughed
and said:
"You are not only beautiful but clev
er. You read me like a book. And
this being so, you must see just as
clearly as I that it wouldn't do."
"Hut suppose "
"Think of his future, my dear girl,
Let him off!"
"Suppose he doesn't want to be let
off?"
"Of course he won't want to be let
pff till afterward."
"Why couldn't I make blm a good
wife?"
"You are too sensible to ask ques
tions like that. You couldn't expect
bis friends
"Receive me? Perhaps not. And
yet I speak a number of languages;
I bave your word for it that I have
good looks. At tuble my chief weapon
la a fork. I am young and healthy,
and I haven't been long enough In this
world to have a past. Am I so utterly
different then from other people in society? Is it against me thut I work
hard and feel that I have a mission In
life?"
"Perhaps,"
"If I am to let him off you must
give me a butter line of reasoning than
maybes and perhapses.
What if my
whole happiness was bound up in him
his In me? If I told you thut we were
already married "
"Oood God!" exclaimed Mary.
"Don't worry," said Celestia, "we
are not. Hut I am certainly not going
to give him up on the grounds that I
am not his social equal."
"Your motives will aways be under
suspicion. Don't yri know that you
are a penniless girl and that he will
be worth millions?"
"He never told me that," said Ce
lestia, "but so much the better. Hon
esty Is the most useful thing in the
world, and next comes money."
"Hut to marry for money!" Miss
in
IHackstone expressed contempt
every line of her firmly-cu- t
mouth.
Celestia said nothing and looked
amusedly inscrutlble.
"If he does marry you," said Miss
Bluckstone, suddenly losing control
of her temper at the look on Celestia's
face, "people will say it was because
be had to. Two can't camp In tbe
North Woods without a chaperon and
escape malicious talk."
"It would seem so," said Celestia
slowly. And she started to turn very
pink and ended by turning white. And
there began to barn suddenly in her
breast a feeling of which until that
moment she had known nothing. Sweet
She
she was, gracious and good.
thought she had been sent by heaven
to help everybody In the world. Never
theless those sharp burning pangs
which she was enduring were jealousy.
"You love him yourself," she said
quickly, "and so I think I will marry
him after all."
"One can't argue except with an

to"
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father?"

"If you'll be good, Tommy."
In spite of their recent differences
of opinion, and Barclay's long series
in Tommy, they
of disappointments
met with perfect friendliness, and as
if there had never been any trouble
between them. Ilurclay opened the
conversation with a laughing reference to the Octagon fire.
"1 .used to look for your name on
the sporting page of my newspaper,"
he said, "but now I have to turn to
the accounts of soclulist meetings and
of fires. Was It as close a shave as
the paper made out?"
'It certainly was," said Tommy, "It
wasn't just twice over; It was Ave
times over, and I didn't think my
beard would ever grow again. '
'(low did the famous Celestia be
have?
"Uke a brick, except when she
fainted after getting all the other girls
out."
"I am very interested to see her,"
said Barclay, "and to hear her speuk.
A friend of mine heurd her address
the Shirtmukers' t'nlon, after the fire,
and came away talking like a lunatic.
How does she impress you?"
"As a speaker?"
Hnrclny smiled and nodded. Tommy
blushed and did not smile.
"She has a beautiful voice,' he said,
'she seems to speak to one person at
a time until everyone has been spoken
to. Tbe most Interesting part is her
power of convincing people. Mt-whom I have known to have opposite theories seem to come right around
to her way of thinking"
Ilurclay appeared to be somewhat
impressed. Ile did not speak for some
moments, but studied the chandelier
and tapped-hi- s
knee with an ivory letter opener. Then he turned once more
to Tommy, and asked him a question.

beautiful.

"I'm very fond of her," said

AM

"We'll Run You as Senstor From Pennsylvania.

And

You'll

Do as You'ra

Toldl"
in the United States were gathered

knitted and the sweat came.
Stilllter handed him the I. O. U.
vltatlon. Celestia was already making
"There Is no hurry about this," he
such a Mtir in the city among the poor said sweetly; "still If you could let me
that Barclay and Stilllter bad conciud have a couple of million on account."
ed that the time was ripe to try her
"It's my writing," suid Kehr, "but
effect on the rich and efficient. Only I don't remember writing It."
men whom they could trust were pres
He was in agony.
ent The lust to arrive was Kehr, tbe
"And still you don't believe In hypcoal baron. His word wus as good as notism?"
his bond, and except that be spent
"That crystal
oceans of money on Chinese antiques,
He turned a pained astonished face
he was said to bq the stingiest mun In from one to another.
'ennsylvanla.
"You may tear up that I. 0. U.," suid
Professor Stilllter hud been telling SUIIiter grandly. "Hut we shall keep
of some recent experiments In hyp the actuul cush you have distributed
notism of which be had just received as a souvenir of the occasion."
the account from an Arabian corre
Just then a door opened quietly, and
spondent. As Kehr entered he caught Barclay's private secretary ushered
the word "hypnotism" and snorted
Celestia Into the room. Tbe capital'All rubbish," he exclaimed. "Might's ists rose as one man. It was thels
well believe in ghosts, I'd like to see homage to dignity and beauty.
Iluranyone hypnotize me!"
clay stepped quickly forward.
Aftet thia he shook hunds with Har
"Thank you for coming," he said.
cluy and the others, last of all with "We are
busy men, and It is difficult
Stilllter.
for us to get to hear you. Hut from
"You don't believe in hypnotism,'
what I have gathered It seemed to me
aald Stilllter. "because you don't
thut we ought to bear you. And now,"
know anything about It. I've got be smiled with a
kind of gentle old
something here, though, thut you do fashioned gallantry, "I am sure of it."
know about, none better."
Her eyes lingered a moment with
So saying, he took from its case that
Barclay's and he looked away. Then,
famous crystal of which mention has
her lips parted in a serene smile, she
been made.
'It's not the biggest In the world, looked slowly at each of the others.
"You don't look like evil men," she
he suid, "but It's the best."
"Hut I have been told that you
said.
eyes
sparkled,
Kehr's
but he only
grunted, as he took the crystal Into grind the poor, and that there Is no
mercy tn you. Hut that's all rubbish,
bis hand.
'Take it to the light," said Stilllter, isn't It?"
Rubbish or not, they all looked a lit
and be followed Kehr to the nearest
window.
Barclay nudged the man t'e ashamed of themselves.
"Of course you've made mistakes,''
nearest him, and winked one eye.
"I am not rich," said Stilllter, quiet she went on sweetly, "but that wasn't
ly, "but I will give you a thousand dol- malice, was it? It was ignorance. Foi
lars if you can find a flaw or an im- you can't want the poor to remain
perfection of any sort in that crys- poor, and thn wretched, wretched. I
have been sent to show you how this
tal."
Kehr brought the crystal so near bis great house, which we call the world,
eyes that they had to cross to see It may be clean and fit for human beings
and be begun to turn it slowly this to live in. You shall ask me questions
And then
way and that. Stilllter kept up a run If you don't understand."
nlng Are of comment In the same quiet she spoke for a long time, gently and
even tone. Last, he said, "Why, you persuasively, looking slowly from face
must have had a bad night. You can to face, using simple words that chilhardly keep your eyes open; better dren might have understood.
In a far corner of the room, Stilllter
just let 'em shut and bave a little
nap"
stood. His eyes never left ber, and
He reached around Kehr from be he looked like a man laboring under a
hind and quickly took the crystal groat strain.
away from them. Then he turned to
Tbe effect of Celestia upon tbe capi
his audience.
talists was curious. At first they looked
Did I hear someone say put up Job? cynical and amused, but physically
I hopa not.
It wouldn't have been attracted to her. Then they looked
worth while. Why, he was easier to Interested, and then astonished. Only
his expression
hypnotize than a chicken. Tell the Kehr retained
of
Now and then
gentlemen how easily you were hyp shrewd conservatism.
notized.
Turn and face them first, he asked a terse question, and did not
make a little bow. That's a fine fel seem convinced by her answers. But
to the others, after a while her an
low. Now then!"
Kehr spoke In a dully monotonous swers seemed unanswerable.
"And so," she finished, "I don't ask
voice:
"Ladies and gentlemen," he said, "I you to give up anything. You shall
was easier to hypnotize thun a chick even have more If you must. I only
nsk you to help me with the others
en."
"Spoken like a mun!" exclaimed to see thut the billions which are
Stilllter. Tears of luugliter were run- wasted shan't be wasted so that
ning down Harcluy's face. He wiped through cleanliness we shall do away
with disease, and that through the
them away.
every man, woan
"Some of us do think this is a put generul
up job. Stilllter," he suid. "Make him and child shall have a right to be
happy.
do something more Important."
"Well," said Stilllter, "we all know
'How about the constitution?"
Mr. Kehr for a man who in money snapped Kehr.
"Some of you," suid Celestia, "will
matters Is conspicuously backward
about coming forward. I might make sit in the convention which is to write
him dunce for you. sing for you, eat tbe new constitution."
soap or stand on his head. Still you
He gave a hoarse, harsh laugh.
"How about the solid South?"
would think thut it might be a put up
Celestia shook her head at him as at
Job. It wouldn't cost him a cent."
He turned to Kehr and In a voice of a pugnacious and
child.
We shall have to liquefy it," she
command suid: "Sit down at that desk
In the first position of writing."
said. Then, her voice, once more
became grave, and her great eyes
Kohl obeyed.
"Take a sheet of paper. Ink your swept the circle.
pen. t'repore to write. )Vrlte as I
"Who is going to help me?" she
dictate: Dear Professor, I. O. U. ten naked; "we shall need millions mil
million dollars."
lions In money millions in brains"
Kehr finished and there was a cran
Barclay stepped swiftly to her sido,
ing of necks to see whnt he had writ
with that same smile of gentle,
ten. The I. O. U. was passed from
gullantry:
hand to hand.
'My dear," he said. "Don't worry
Suddenly Sturtevant broke the si about that."
lence.
And he turned to the others:
This," he said, "Is only a scrap of
"You have heard a new gospel Inpaper. It hasn t cost him a cent
the world," be said. "If it's a Dice
yet."
dream I'm crazy, acntlemen what
"Truo." said Stilllter, "well then," she wishes cun be done. And if you
ho turned to Kehr.
are with us, It shall be done."
"Have you any money with you?"
One by one they came forward, like
"Yes."
men In a trance, and shook hands with
"Sny, yes sir."
CtleBtia. All but Kehr.
Kehr did this, and then produced
'Anything to stand in with old
from an Inner pocket a thick roll of friends," he said, "especially when
yellow-back- s
surrounded by a broad that's the side your bread's buttered
rubber band.
on; but if It's a question of believing
"I think It would be pleasant it you that what wo've listened to Is anydistributed them among the gentle thing but nonsense, you can count me
men present.
out."
He begun to do so, when, suddenly
We'll run you," said Barclay, "as
Stilllter waked him.
senator from Pennsylvania. And yoall'
Kehr looked at what remained of do as you're told."
his great roll and his jaw dropped.
Celestia laughed merrily.
He Htnmmered.
Then his brows
(TO Uli CONTINUED.)
In Barclay s office upon his urgent in
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got Something Hera That You Do Know About."

ward. She did not know her visitor
by nume. She had never seen her before. Hut something told her that the
slim beautiful dark girl in the tailor-madsuit was not altogether a
stranger.
"Should I have made an appoint
ment?" asked Miss Illackstone.
"Surely not. This is much simpler.
Won't you sit down?"
Mary was careful to choose a chair
which stood with its hack to tha
light.
"I came," she said, "upon a most
delicate errand."
"Yes."
"We have a mutual friend"
"Mr. Harcluy?"
"How did you gueBS?"
"None of my other friends would
be at all likely to be a friend of yours,
too. All my friend In this world, so
far, are either poor people or laborers."
"All but Mr. Ilurclay?"
Celestia nodded.
"I've come to speak to you about
him. He has, as you know, a great future before him. He is the idol of hit
father's heart, and one of the
young men in New York. Ills
friends very naturally please don't
me
it's nothing
misunderstand
against you but we've all beard of
the melodraraatlo Octagon lire rescue,
and we all know how susceptible he is
to romance and beauty and you ate
e

best-love- d

equal," said Miss Ulackstone, and
turned upon ber heel.
As she left the house, Tommy Bar
clay was on the point of entering It.
She was so angry that she cut him
dead.
H
smiled, but not altogether wfth
amusement, for nobody really likes to
be cut by anybody, and went in to Celestia.
He expected to find her as usual,
friendly, cool, well poised and aloof.
She was none of these things. Tears
were Just going to overflow her eyes
and ruu down her face, and as for being aloof, she no sooner saw Tommy
than she ran to him, as a child runs
to Its nurse, and flung her arms
about his neck and told blm that she
marry him
loved him and would
"right away," she said.
Poor Tommy! He held her close and
caressed her, and there was a big
lump tn his throat, and never a word
that he could say until at last the
meanlpg of his silence was clear to
Celestia and she tore herself loose
from him.
"Now It's you," she cried, "who won't
marry me."
"Oh, Celestia," cried Tommy, "How
can I? I haven't a penny in tbe
world!"
CHAPTER XX.
A

dozen of tha most Important men
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
CORN

MAY BE PERFECT

ON THE

PLAINS

Comparison Is Made of Average
Yields and Profits.
Much Importance la Attached to Fact
That Corn Leaves Field in Excel
lent Condition for the Crop
That la to Follow,

TRIANGULAR MONORAIL

NEW

MONORAIL

IDEA "TEST"

INVENTOR PUTS FOR
WARD GREAT THOUGHT.

AMERICAN

SYSTEM.

CAR

IS THE LATEST

Addition to Railroad Equipment Hat
Bssn 8ubject of a Great Dsal
of Comment.

A new addition to the facilities of
the railroad test department Is the
Hat Plant fop Railroad That Can Bt chemical test car a fully equipped
laboratory on wheels, says the New
Cheaply and Hat
Conatructed
York 8un.
The car bat Just been
Many Advantage! Over Llnea
completed. It It designed especially
at Preient In Uee.
for the purpose of making tests and
Inspections of steel rails at the point
A trlangulur monorallroad that can
fee built for $5,000 a mile, that can be of manufacture.
When In use, the car will be moved
moved with ease and that will permit
rails are being rolled.
of a ipeed of 100 to 120 mllet an hour to a mill whereanalyses
will be Immewith perfect safety and comfort to and chemical
passengers, are lome of the clalma of diately made of the finished rails.
This procedure, It Is expected, will
lta Inventor, Thomas C. Spelling,
Mew York attorney.
The monorail la avoid the delays which at timet occur
in the operation of the mills, and
at the bottom, Instead, aa usual In which
cannot be avoided without havmonorails, at the top, and the trlangu
chemists on
lar shape of the track or inclosure per ing a sufficient force ofprocess
to see
mits a groove at each side to steady hand during the rolling
that the chemical requirements of the
and balance the curt.
specifications are compiled
The principle of the track or, aa It railroad's
with.
should more properly be called, the
An Interesting feature of the depart
passage way, Is briefly as follows
is the locomotive testing plant.
ment
The rail is laid on a continuous sill.
method of testing a locomoTwo parallel sills support the ribs The old
deplaced at a distance of every ten feet. tive the one Kipling has vividly
to take it out on the
The ribs are Joined at the top, forming scribedwas
hitch It to a .train of loaded
A second pyramid Is track,
pyramid.
cars, and see what It could actually
formed with the peaks of the larger
on levels, grades, curves and
one as the side and as its base the do
straight track. Now everything that
two grooves by which the top of the
could be teamed by such methods, and
car la held.
more too, Is ascertained with scienAmong the advantages claimed for tific precision
and great expedition.
the triangular monorull Is the abso
The locomotive test plant is virlute absence of lurching and oscilla tually a treadmill on which the engine
tlon on the part of the cart. The runs. Its drivers, instead of resting
framowork Is rigid and the cars are on rails, turn against the upper side
prevented from swaying, a very dlsa
of heavy wheels, and by applying
greeable part of the high speed, two brakes to
these wheels any condltiona
wheel railroad. Friction is reduced
met in actual work on
resistance
of
greater
by the use of one wheel and
road can be duplicated. The enthe
speed la therefore possible. At the gine. Instead of pulling
a train, pulls
track la an Inclosed framework, accl against a dynamometer, which It a
dents are a negligible quantity. Such machine for measuring the pulling
causes of disaster as spreading rails force.
washed out ties and loose eplket are
In the locomotive test plant such
eliminated.
matters as maximum speed, maximum
d
Mr. Spelling clulmt that the
tractive power, starting power and
ran be luld down at a cost of fuel consumption are studied with the
15,000 a mile. All parts are made in a greatest accuracy.
About twenty-sifactory and simply put together on the men are kept busy making the locoground. Grading and excavation costs motive tests. This plant is the princiare much less than In the two rail sys pal one of the kind in existence.
tern. The monorail can achieve much
Supplementing the locomotive test
steeper grades.
plant Is the dynamometer car. This
Grades impossible to present day it a specially designed car, equipped
trains are climbed by the monorail with a dynamometer and used for
through an Ingenious cogwheel attach measuring the pull required to haul
tnent to the wheels, the cogs catching a given train, For this purpose, of
similar cogs in the rails at grades, course, the car la inserted between the
These cogs are not apparent when the locomotive and the remainder of the
train la running on level ground.
train. It It used for making practical
The Inventor of the triangular mono- tests, under actual operating condipatents
of
rail hat obtained a number
tions, of the force required to draw
and has more pending, lie is expect' trains consisting of cart of various
lng to tee bis system In operation types and number, over tracks of all
within a short time. Either steam or characters.
electricity can be used for a motive
mono-railroa-

power.
Early Railroading In Arlxona.
The fir at railroad locomotive to en
ter the state of Arizona was for use on
a line in the Clifton mining district
The road, necessitated by the predi'
lection of the Apaches for attacking
the wagon trains carrying ore to Clif
ton, killing the driven and eating the
mules, was four miles long and was
completed In two years largely by convict labor. The locomotive purchased
for use on the road wat the smallest
made at the time, but It was the wonder and admiration of the district, and
besldea It wat tometbing the Apaches
Downgrade It could
could not eat.
handle all the ore cart that the brakes
would hold, but It could haul back not
more than two empties. When the
furnaces froxe up, which occurred once
a week, the locomotive could handle
the traffic, but when the furnaces were
at their beat a resort wat made to a
combined mule and locomotive train,
a doxen mules In front hitched to half
a doxen cart with the engine behind
at a puther. Hank Arbuckle, the engineer, wat the only man within 600
mllet who understood anything about
a locomotive, and next to the metallurgist he wat the most Important feature of the Arizona Copper company's
mining establishment When the locomotive Jumped the track Hank, with
the assistance of three Mexicans,
heaved it back again. Wall Street
Journal.

The Best at Any Price

MONORAIL

Must Watch for Danger.
The recent decision of the United
States circuit court of appeals, Sixth
circuit, In Erie Railroad vs. Hurlburt,
it in line with other Judicial rulings
that If a person undoubtedly would
have noticed an approaching train or
car If he bad looked at all Intently,
he will not be permitted to recover because he says he did not see It. The
court points out that a traveler who
looked for trains at the approached
a railroad crossing wat chargeable
with teeing what there wat to be seen
by an ordinarily prudent person by
the exercise of reasonable care, and
If the looked Intently and failed to
tee what wat plainly to be seen the
wat negligent. The court aald on thli

Experience hat shown that corn
grown for fodder or the silo la at
least a safe crop, and perhaps at pro
ductive aa any that could be grown
In the great plains area. The response
to the different modes of culture and
crop sequence, however, Is greater In
the southern and central portions of
the area than in the northern, accord
In, to the new department bulletin,
No. 219.
Some 14 field stations are
situated In tha great plains area, which
covers ten states. Montana, North Da
kota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, Kansaa, Oklahoma,
Texas and New Mexico.
The climate
In this area Is often classified at semi
arid, but as the variations in humidity
from season to season are so great.
some years have a relatively high pre
cipitation and may be followed by
years of drought. Thus climate and
the distribution of rainfall play a very
Important part In determining the site
of the corn crop. Necessarily, in a
bulletin dealing with such a wide expanse of territory, deductions when
not applied to a specific station must
be very general.
Corn crowing possesses merit as a
preparation of the land for a crop of
email grain. When these two factors,
yield of corn or fodder and the Influ
ence of the crop on the soil, are com'
blned In one crop, they make Its
Corn
growth of double Importance.
It the only crop that at present offers
this advantage in the great plains area,
and which at the same time lends It
self to a large acreage and to a gen'
erel farming system. Potatoes as a
crop may have the same effect as com'
mon fallow crop, but do not lend them'
selves so well to growth on a large
acreage.
Such crops as spring wheat, oats and
barley In the great plains area, when
following corn, have consistently given
higher yields as compared with other
methods of preparing a seedbed for
these crops. Very often these smallgrain crops have yielded the highest,
or approximately the highest, yield
when grown on disked corn land, and
when the coBt of preparation It con
aldered, this plan was also found to
be productive of the greatest profit
Therefore, In the growing of corn
much Importance It attached to the
fact that It leaves the field In excel
lent condition for the crop following,
A striking point brought out In
the bulletin Is tbe uniformity In the
amount of stover or fodder produced
by all methods at tbe stations In Mon
tana and North Dakota.
land, espeCorn on summer-tillecially at the more southern stations of
Garden City, Kan., Dalhart and Ama
rlllo, Tex., showed a marked Increase
In stover yield over other methods of
preparing the soil. The increase, however, was not sufficient to make it the
most profitable except at Scottsbluff,
Neb.
Corn as a grain crop has not been
produced at a profit at eight of the
thirteen stations by any method. But
when a value of four dollars per ton
Is assigned to the stover or fodder,
corn has been profitably grown by
some method at ail but one of the stations.
No one method of seedbed preparation stands out as essential to the corn
production.
Thus the prevailing conditions with relation to farm labor,
farm capital, type of soil and weeds to
be dealt witb are the prime factors in
determining differences In practice.
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No other baking

private party and
privilege of buying later if
suited tnd applying rent on price
or will sell now to responsible' party
at special price on easy taoathly or
quarterly terms. If interested write
meatODCe, address MPIXNOn care)
Box 1011, WESTERN NEWS.
PAPER UNION, Denver, Cele.
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powder will raise
nicer, lighter biscuits, cakes and
pastry, none is more
pure and wholesome
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MIGHTY

POWER

OF

LOVE

Great Truth In Words Which Emerson Is Put on Record at
Hiving Spoken.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly

CARTER'S LITTLE

It was Emerson who said, "An ac- LIVER PILL? never
ceptance of tbe sentiment of love fail. Purely vegeta- - j
throughout Christendom for a season,
would bring the felon and tbe outcast
r

to our side In tears, with the devotion
of bis faculties to our service. Love
would put a new face on this weary
old world, in which we dwell as pagans and enemies too long, and It
would warm the heart to see how fast
the vain diplomacy of statesmen, the
Impotence of armies and navies and
lines of defense, would be superseded
by this unarmed child." Alas that
the sentiment has not been accepted,
but Instead the world and the Individual have been laying their plana,
and directing their action, by a calculation of chances which, of course,
can be no bigger than the human
mind that does the calculating. That
love has not been tried la proved
by the collapse of commercial civilization, but the things of commerce
and of calculation porlsb, while the
sentiment of love endures, because It
Is of God, and being of God, Is sure
Universality
In the end to triumph.
Leader.
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tne liver.
Stop after
dinner distr-

package 10c
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ess-cure

improve the complexion, brighten the eyes,
SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

must bear

Signature

more larch for tame
CO- - Omaha. Nebraska

Pilcs-Piies-- Piles
For prevention and cure of Piles. Nomedlolna,
InoosreDtenoa or lots of time;
so publicity. Bend ona dollar for formula and
ROKtR-AOBURLINGTON
Initruotlnni.
COMPAN V, 3 1 5 Mass. Black, 8 lass CHy.la.
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Time Has Made a Difference.
t
"Tbe last time 1 saw Sylvia
before the war," writes a London clubman, "she was In the arms of
a policeman, being carried off to tbe
Vine Street station, followed by scores
of militants shrieking that women
would never be slaves. I saw her a
few nights ago down noar Poplar way,
where she was presiding over a twopenny restaurant where splendid dinners of hot stew, potatoes and fruit
pudding witb bread, butter and tea
.
Very Thirsty.
were served to distressed East
In addition tbe suffragettes have
In the good old days gone by when
a gardener was kept It used to be organized pure milk dopots for the
the custom to keep a cask of lemon- babies, and an employment bureau
ade from which the outdoor servants for girls and women."
Tbe gardencould help themselves.
er was noticed to go very frequently
Something Like Foundries.
to the cask, and his mistress took the
"What air them kitchenettes I hear
opportunity to speak to him on the tell of In the cities?" asked Deacon
Hyperbole Medders, tbe somewhat
subject
"John," she said, "I think you get honest agriculturist.
"They're the places. Uncle Hy," exthirsty very often."
Downs, his city
Upson
plained
"No, mum, I don't," replied John.
"Well, John, I see you very frequent- nephew, "In which are molded or cast
ly at the lemonade barrel."
or somehow produced a flat dweller's
Judge.
"Yes, mum, that's what keepa me dally round of mealettes."
from getting thirsty."
Wise Flth.
A Treat for Ma,
Bill I see the herring catch of Engcamp
year
exceeded by far that of
"Yea, we girls are going to
land last
any previous season.
out."
"Oh, we are going to take mother
Jill They probably wanted to get
along to cook. She needs a vacation." in out of the wet before tbe submarine
Judge.
war started.
Pank-hurs-

End-ers-

When you have no reason to smile,
keep In practice, anyway.

3

STARCH

i

indigestion.

Genuine

growing in favor because it

Not Stick to tbe Iron
tod it will not Injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purposes it hss no equal. 16 e.
money.

Permanent Cure Does

Many a man who has to swallow
his pride couldn't digest it.
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Use Aeroplanes to Hunt Seals.

Difficulty experienced this past tea-so- n
In locating seal herds In northern
waters has caused the owners of seal-

ing ships to give serious consideration to employing aeroplanet In next
year's hunt. These craft of the air,
they believe, can scout more cheaply
and with less waste of time than the
snuling ships themselves. Small aeroplanes, designed especially for tbe
purpose, are looked upon aa entirely
Through their use, teat
feasible.
hords will be located and reported to
the vessel, which can then make tor
the spot indicated.
Carrying Them Out
Youth (with tie of tbe Start and
Stripes) I sent you some suggestions
telling you bow to make your paper
Have you carried
more Interesting.
out any of my Ideas?
Editor Did you meet the office boy
with the wastepaper basket as you
came upstairs?
Youth Yes, yes, I did.
Editor Well, be was carrying out
your Ideas.
Not Warlike.
"Would you go to war if your country called you, Mr. Jobbles?"
"I might, and then again I might
not."
"What do you mean by that?"
"If tbe first call sounded like a
mere Invitation, I would wait to be
sufficiently urged."

ALFALFA

Rather Particular Crop, Requiring
tain Soil Conditions Wonderful Feed for Stock.

Cer-

Almost every farmer Is Interested In
growing alfalfa. Some have tried It
and failed. Many have succeeded and
are reaping the benefits of this wonderful crop for live stock farms.
As a hay crop It excels all others In
yields, feeding value, drought resistYet It Is
ance and soil enrichment.
point:
not advisable to attempt to grow al"It challenges human credulity to be falfa under all circumstances.
It la a rather particular crop, re
aaked to believe that Mrs. Hurlburt
looked and listened, at the taya that quiring certain soil conditions tnd
she did, and neither saw nor heard the proper treatment. The beginner In altrain that smashed Into ber buggy and falfa growing must first of all be a
wrought such havoc.
There it no atudent of alfalfa. He must study the
If
evidence that tenda to explain why the crop and learn Its requirements.
did not tee the oncoming train. Her ha la not willing to pay attention to
own testimony explodes every theory auch Important details as Inoculation,
upon which to predicate an explana liming, proper seeding methods and
tion that would tend to excuse ber. In- cutting at the proper stage, he bad
deed, It It to Improbable that It doea better not try to grow alfalfa.
not afford a scintilla of evidence upon
Weeds.
which to go to the Jury."
Weeds use up moisture.
Weeds use up plant food.
Ecuador Railroad.
Weeds crowd the plants.
only
com
Dieted" railroad In
The
Weeds shsde tbe crops.
Ecuador It that between Guayaquil
Weeds make It difficult for tbe
and Quito. A branch of thia road to plant to grow.
extend 190 milea from 'Curaray to
Weeds make it hard to work the
Ambato It now under construction.
land properly.

Signals Number Thousands.
An English signaling authority has
recently estimated that there are
310,000 switch and signal
Iron Tits Uted In Germany.
evers on the railroads of the United
More than 35 per cent of the mile
Kingdom, and the approximate num- age of German railroads Is laid upon
ber of signals la 171,000.
iron ties, one state which Is rich in
forests using them almost exclusively.
New Idea In Ballasting.
A machine that blows ballast under
Veteran of All Locomotives.
railroad tracks with compressed air
By reconstructing some parts an
as they are lifted with a Jack has English railroad la using for light work
'been patented by a Canadian Investor, a locomotive built In IM

$H

To Try 8udan Grass.
Sudan grass Is to be tried aa a for
age crop at the Montana experiment
station this year. Last year the station there received a yield of four and
f
tons to the acre In a growing
period of 98 days.

one-hal-

Save Needed Moisture.
Conserve the toll moisture, It will
be needed later.

Hurrah! They're Here!
delicious sweetmeat with all of the true corn flavourl
The New Post Toasties
A flake that won't mush down when cream is added a flake that stays fresh
and crisp.

Post
NEW Toasties
are made of selected white corn by a new process that brings the fragrance of the
sunny com fields to your table.

n

Notice the little puffs on every flake, put there by the unique
methods of cooking and toasting. It's the only method that
gives you the KuX rich corn flavour.

To test the taste, try a handful of Toasties
direct from the package, without cream or
milk, Here are flakes that don't depend upon
cream and sugar for flavour.

They're Mighty Good!

,

Arreemmi

-

The Clovis News

Register of the Land Offict
Dr. A. J. Evans, and family, returned last Thursday from a vacation motor trip to New Mexico
and Texas points. While near-in- g
San Angelo, Texas, the party
was caught out on the road in
the storm that caused su:h
heavy loss at Galveston and
other Texas towns, and the wind
was too strong for their car to
buck against, so they managed
to turn and run to shelter and
The
luckily escaped injury.
doctor was in the Galveston
storm of 1900. and says that this
last one was so much worse that
only for the sea wall, in his
fully 30,000 people
opinion,
Fort
would
have perished.
Sumner Leader.

We have heard of a Curry
County school ma'am who has

a new feature into
school
room.
When one of
her
The New s Printing Company
the girls miss a word the boy
Publishers.
that spells it gets permission to
J. E. Cl'RREN, Political Editor. kiss her. The result is that the
girls are becoming poor spellers
introduced

II

4

-

W. A. Gillenwater

OUR

LAWYER

BANK

New Mexico.

Clovis,

Dr.J. B.Westerfield

Entered at the post office at and the boys are showing won
as second class derful improvement.
Physician and Surgeon
matter under the act of March
Office in Jackson Bldg,
8. 1879.
Men who refuse to pay their
Opposite Postoffice
honest debts will drop coin in
TERMS (SUBSCRIPTION
Residence 2G
Office Phone 231
in the church plate and think
$1.00
Year
One
they are good.
Deposit your money with us. It i3 safe and ,
50c
Bix Months
wt.y is it that as soon as a
draws interest.
E. M.
man stains himself he seeks to
In the show house, everybody rub it off against church pews
Pay your bills by check. It is safe, convenient,
DENTIST
rushes for the front seats, in and pure Sunday school children?
is
a
check
canceled
is
businesslike,
and
each
the church house, the rush
Evangelist Lowery took ocFirst National Bank.
lor the back seats.
casion to take a few shots at
Phone 95.
New Mexico.
such Christianity.
Clovis,
Negotiate your loans from us. Approved seAn elderly man stepped into
Next year is election year and
l ot times are predicted in New
Stanley J. Clark, a Dallas; the News offi.-- and said he
curity will get you any amount you want at
AlMexico political affairs.
lawyer and socialist speaker, wanted to put a little ad in the
modest interest.
began: "Wanted a
though the time is rapidly draw- ud lressed a krge assemblage at ipaper:-I- Ie
ing near, candidates in both the Lyceum Saturday night. He woman who is not atrnid to
Physician & Surgeon
Substantial men own this bank; substantial
parties have not yet emerged is a convincing talker and onn wash, iron, milk, make tires and
have
men
men are its depositors; substantial
We that we consider above the aver take care of four children." Do
from the underbrush.
Office Opposite Postoffice
made
it what it is and will make it greater.
seclus;
long
cn
thi
how
ares we in
wonder
want to state
age in political speakers that
will last.
have visited Clovis. 11 ,s hi tterlv quired? "Wage? nuthin'." "I
W
This bank wants YOU in the ranks of its subassailed Mm proposed war loan want to marry
There i s merit i n Curry
stantial friends. It is YOUR bank in theory
the Allies for the reison that vised him to try the St Vrain
County's claim to the agricultur he thought it might cmboil this Journal matrimonial department,
DENTIST
make it so in practice.
al supremacy of the state. Only country in the
coiflct. His;
Office Opposite P. O.
a few years ago this was a bar argument that the financial in- Senator Morris Sheppard, of
Phone 89.
ren prairie country, sustaining terests of this country would Texas, recently
visited the E!e
NEW MEX.
CLOVIS,
a few thousand head of stock. naturally favor the Allies if their phant
Butte irrigation project in
Today its crops are greater thin money was invested on
their southern New Mexico aid on his
those of any county in the state, side is sound arfd reasonable.
return was caught out in a rain- L.
irrespective of sizj. Curry is
.storm and forced to spend the
the banner county.
night on the prairie. Upon his
Physician & Surgeon
3CB
Hoes. Rakes and garden tools return to El Paso, he was asked
Special
attention to diseases of
recently
re
A Clovisite who
Phone 72. We deliver.
what he thought of New Mexico.
the Eye, Far, Nose and Throat
Publication
Publication.
Notice
for
For
turned from the "Ancient" after
Notice
His rpnlv
th:it wli.if li
and Fitting Glasses.
.'"
Non coul land
several months residence there
Public Land Sale
Depart rment of the Intorlor. u8 Und office l
Over Menis Pl.arniary
thought
it
needed
was
most
is authority for the statement
KeMdcnce Phone a.
Fort Sumner. N. M.. Auk. in. 1HI5.
Office Phone
Office of the Commissioners
drainage
irrigntii.n.
of
instead
Acmooily
C.
hereliy
in
Nutlcc
Evert
Ihnt
iclvn
that the chief occupation of its
New Mex
Clovis,
of Public Lands
o
for the hoirg of Cluuilo l. Acnintly
inhabitants is not stock raising
mu.lt
Colliir Vmw. Ncbr., who on Oct. 21th
State of New Mexico.
nee. nnJ
for S W
Entry No.
or following agricultural pur
SK
S'.vtton 1 iownshii anuth. runge 30
Santa Fe. N. M.. Aug. 11 1913. D.
suits, but dealing in politics,
N. M. P. M. hu lilnl notlcr nf Intention to make
Not'ce la htroby iriven that pursuant to
proof to ualattllsh claim to the
tinul
r
The great ambition of a major
Ijtml itbovv
liefore Howard J. Witmorc provinkma of an Act of Congrc a upirovi-- June
of the firm of Dra. Prenley ft Swearing-iity of the people is to land some
Unitit Suitca C'oimniaaioner, in hia office al 20. 1910, the Lnwa of Ihj b'tate of New Mexii'o,
of Itiwwell
Lincoln, Nehr., and that the testimony of ihc and the rulea and retrulationa of the State l.nml
political job. This they study
mkdj Iwfure WIHUini J. C'urren, Otllre, the Comnuaaioner of Public Landa will
Witnenaen will
will be in Clovis on loth, 16th,
from year to year.
at
U. S. Commiuiunor, at hUollkj in GlovU. N. M.. offer at public aale to the hiirheat bidder,
c.cli'Ck a. m., on Kr.dny, October 29th, 19IR, in 17th
on the 2r,th dny of Seiilembjr,
of each month treating
the town of Clovia, ('aunty of Curry. 8ta:e of
Claimant iiamea aa witneaaea:
Another evidence of the
of the Eye, Ear, Nose
diseases
therejn
In
houae
New
Mexico.
of
court
the
front
HuKo Kleeinan, Laton A. Reevea, Jainea A
the following detieribod tracta of land, via;
of the people ot
and Throat and Fitting Glasses. Qt
all of Texlo. N. H.
Miai. S.
Reserved Seats on Sale at Southwestern Drug Co.
N
8F.
Sec.
A. J. Evana,
Tp. N R F...
Clovis, is that many handsome
SE
Sec. 31; 8 1.2 Sec. 30: All of Sec. :I3, Twp.
residences have been erected
2 N. K. 3:i E. oontainini- 1W!
aetea. There
DR. H. R. GIBSON
are no improvementa on thee lamlfl. No bid
Notice for Publication.
this year and at least a half
will be accepted for
than fivedollara (f.r.n()
io
Non Coal Land.
dozen are now in the course of
per acre, which la the appralaod vaUio thereof
Department of lh Interior. U. S. Land Office
Alao, E
of Sec.
construction. Many new buildTo. 2 N R. 3K.
at Fort Sumner. N. M.. Aukuii 17th,
contairilna; 32nacre4.
The improvements, mi thla Treats
j- -a
t ye if is
a.
all diseases both acute
w
Notico ia hereby Riven thut Sebiiatian A.
l av
ings are planned for the future.
e iHixta of fenctna- value'l at
Ot
No
of Clo'la, N.
who. on March 2th. lull), l.tnl
Special attention
and
chronic.
No town in the southwest is now
bid will lie accepted for lea than teti dollar
ma le llomextend Entry. No. 09s". for 8. W.
given to diseases of women.
la the apprniard value
moon)
per
acre,
which
r,
M.
R
Tuwnnhlp
P.
3
Section
!,
S.
N..
Kanire
growing faster than is Clovis.
thereof, ani in addition tbento the aucccatfu!
Meridian, han filed notice of intention to make
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
bi.lder muat pay for the Improvumenta at the
Its the best town of 5,000 inFinal Three Year Pioof, toeatabliwh claim to the
Oflice 103
North Main Street
Und aliove
before W. J. Curren. U. S. aiiraiaed value.
habitants in the state.
Alao. W IS See. I. Twp. IN., RKC.
CommiKaionor, in hia olfiee at ClovU. N. U on
Office
Phone
383. Res. 3!)0.
eontainina' 32Jacroa. The Improvententa on thia
the 4th luy of October, l'JIS.
Evangelistic meetings are be
Cl.irnnnt namoa aa Witneiaea:
Jamea A. land conaiat of two frame houaea, alouirhter Clovis,
New Mexico.
Mathewr, Anna E. ( urtia. Vernon Tate, Emmet h.Hiae. well, windmill, and fencing valued at
ing held all over the country. In
No l id w.ll be acrepteil fur leaa than
A. Wilton, all of Clovia. N. M.
(IHHKi)
some places they are doing comten dollar
per acre, which ia the np.
A. J. EVANS. RcK'.aler.
praiaed value thereof, and In addition thereto
23.
A.
mendable service.
In others,
L.
Iheb'dder muat alao pay for the improvementa,
irresponsible parties are in the
which exiat on theabivedeeerihed land at the
Notice For Publication.
appraiaed value.
Veterinary Surgeon
game for what there is in it. At
Non coal land.
Alao all of aertion
Ta p 3N., R. ME..
IJ. S.
Olfico e inuininir 610 acroa. The improvementa on thia Phone 10.
Department of the
Clovis, N. M.
least, the plan has become deat Fort Sumner. N. M., AuxuitSn h. ;git.
land eonetat of fencing, water tank and pipinir
cidedly
popular
since "Billy
ia hereby given that Theroloai i E. Jonea,
valued at 1200.011. No hid will be accepted for
41 600PEOPLE..600
jt lTja.u ofNotico
'
'
Clnud, N. M , who, on June loth. 1912. made leaa than ten dollara (lln.lnil wr acre, which la
Sunday" made such a hit, rePRESENTING ALL NATIONS
T.
"
llomeatnad Entry. No. 010211. for SE the appraiaed value thereof, and ia addition
W
rtTTT 3 HERDS ELEPHANTS J Pf U al wTItTI
ligiously and financially in the
MENAGERIE
JILLC
4. Sec. t, T 4. R 3 E. N. P. M. and on October thereto, the bidder muat alao pay for the
kv
4 $J
ff ' 'f("Mi
T li&r SPLENDID
425
425
(Jill
HORSES
WlV
larger cities. After all is said
21at,
male additional Homnatead Entry No.
which exiat on the above deecribod
Till 3 RAILROAD TRAINS
IrKt
for all kinds of
I
IllWrni fur LoU 1, 2, 8, 4 Hoc. 2 and Lota 3 4 See. land, at the appra acd value.
JSLVivK
and done it is usually the sober
II ACRES OP TENTS H
'LP
VVVT"S
TA
Townahip
N. Range
E. N. M. P. haa Died
The above aale of landa will be object to
Meats and Produce
minded, second thought Christ
TwTW'Kl notice of Intention to
Final Three.yoar the following term a and eomlitioaa. Via: The
v56Z M7
Phone 123.
Proof, to eHtblfah claim to the land above de Succeaaful bidder muat pay to the Commlaiinner
Phone 123.
tian that stays with the church
scribed, before W. J. Cnrren. U. S. Conimiaalnn
of Publ c Landa, or hia airent holdlear auch a,le.
and helps to keep up its pastor.
er in hiaOIBce at Clovia, N. M.. on the 12 h day
of the prleea offered by them row
of October.
for the land: per cent Intereat In advance
Jl Jljljtjljl jl j J jl j j! j j! j! j
( lalmant namea aa witnoaioa:
for the balanco of auch purchaae prleea; the j
feea
for
Pipkin,
S.
W.
advertlaing
Fu.loS. Jonea.
and appraiament and all
William
The book paper alone to be
m.lde an William W. Pipkin, all of Claud. eoata
Ineidonlal
to
the
atle !
used in the News county fair
herein, and
N. M.
each
all of
and
aaid
amounts muat be depoalted in cnai or certified
Sept, 3.08.
A. J. Evana, Riaj ater.
and industrial edition will cost
exchanire at the time of 'aale, and whli h aakl
forty dollars and still some of
amounta and all of them am aubjeel to forfeiture
We want your farm
Notice
for
Publication.
to the State of New Mexico If the euceenaful
our citizens think that it doesn't
loans. Can handle
bidden,
do not execute a contract willil i thirty
Pepartment of the Interior, ITS land office at
cost anything to publish a newsdi.ya after it haa b en tna
them on short noti them by the
Kt Sumn.T. N. M ,
9tll. I!II.V
paper and that it is all profit.
to provide for
hereby riven thnt El oer F. Chandler Stale I.am! Office, oai.i c
Notlre
tice.
lluvener, N. M. wh? fn Miirtrb 3rd. I9ill m i e the payment on the balaneea of the purchaae
We know of a Curry County
prire.t of raid trrac'a of land in thirty, routd
NE
Entry o
Sec.
OiUinil
See us at oncel
nntiunl inatnlltnenta, with Intemt on alldrff rrod
newspaper that has about $300.-D2S. T. N. K 31 K.:N. M P.M. and en Sept. 27th.
niudo A'fiillonnl Hunveal Entry. No. paymwnla at the rate of four percent per annum
a month expense and if it
in advance, paymenta and Interest due on Octocms.',", fri- SK
Seciion 21. Town8hip4 N. Ranite
The
wasn't for support other than
E. N. M. P.M. hia filed notlre of In ten Ion to ber Int of each year, and au h other coi.dltlona.
oblivnliona, reaervatfcina and terma aa ma be
mnKo nnul five ear iinajf to eataliah claim to
Union
from advertisers and subscribers
RAIN 01
Mortgage Co.
required by law.
tlie Ian above described before W. J. Curren,
Each of tho tracta aa doacribed herein will
it would soon be bankrupt. It
In hia ofllco at
United 3tntea CominUalonur
2:I54I,8:I5 O
PERFORMANCES
MMJiJIM
bo offered aeparutely. Tho Commlaaioner of
Clovia. New Moxico on the 14th day of October
costs money to publish a newsDOORS OPEN ONE HOUR EARLIER C
Puldie Landa. or hia airent holillntf ruch aale.
IMS.
paper and lots of it.
the riKht U. reject any nnd all hida at aakl
Claimant nnmoa aa wltneaaoa:
Clovis, N. M.
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great many people think
that the newspaper is a free
horse to be ridden by anybody
and everybody.
Every fakir
that comes along wants to get
$ome free advertising under the
guise of "news." If you think
a newspaper can live on sentiment, just drop around some
Saturday evening and Bee the
A

typesetters looking

for

thtir

weekly pay. The News want.-- '
to be ever
hut tins
perpetual "Jitt- siuii " dcit.sii't
pay the bills.
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If you want home prowri tryt s that are henlthy er.d
propaRated from varieties th linv hen tetteil ami do best
in the west, it will
yo i t inve.4tia'.t a
thut r;i hnv
nurseries on th? plains. PI tirview Nursery will pity
00
n d:iy and expe'isi's to a:;joi,e wlvi will it. vcr ,jra,.' of tl.y
do net find that w? hav tli: hir-- st and bear siu.-- of ho .io
or"
rnwn trees anyWi'Tc in T.-- h
rt Uerth or in
Nfw Mexico. We
practically th
in tiiutio.i th it
has a s'eok nf fnrt tives re idy ftr the m irket. Fur your

Joe, ib P. Hichart. CI. via. N. M . Will E. Miiaa.
Havener, N. M Chriatnpher M. Piitmnn, Clovia.
N M. J. hn 8 J. hn a H
. N. M
l.'i.
S,
A. J. Evona, HeiriFter,
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Tahoka,

IVo mares with mule and
colls at their sides, njr.s

eaio. Poaaeaaion under contraeta of aula for the
above deacribed tracta will lie given when aale
ia c imfilattri.
l
Wltneaa my hand and I he
aeal of the
State Land Ollice thia lllh day of Auamt. l'JI.',.
Rout P. Khvikn.
Comniiaaioner of Pul lie l.anda
State ef New Mexico.
First Publication Aug. 'jnth.
Lam Publication Oct.
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both bred to No. 1 Jack.
9
Also tfond Schuttlcr wanron-w
at a liai gui:), having tlv? cou ntry
reason for scrinir.
a
T. J. Feruuson,
All

Ottawa Star Nurseries
All

kinds of Trees Shrub
hery and Flowers.
Ja yeors exucnt'nco.

Uliickiower,
5

Tt-xas- .
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Pj.

miks West of Clovij.
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Local solicitors.

Arthur E. Curren
LAND LAWYER
If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

FOOT REST STOGKINGS
..'.

"Foot Rest" Stockings for Men, Women and Children
wear better than any for the money. And they look
as good as they wear. No matter what the test you
apply to "Foot Rest" it makes good. Try "Foot Rest"
then you'll know what real value in hose is, and will
have the best. See the line at our store.

7

WH TIN

Dry Goods

i

1

? C1

Variety Goods

"THE OLD 5 and 10c STORE!'

Patronize

Another directory advertising

Bchemer struck town again this County

the News special

Fair List Revised

fair and industrial edition

Meeting at Texica

Fall Millinery

The Premium List has been
Miss Lucy Turner desire9 to
week and caught many of the which will be published next revised and will no
doubt under- announce that she has iust rebusiness men to the tune of six week. Send the paper to friends go more revision by
next week. ceived a big shipment of fall and
dollars a space for a directory in the east who are interested We have decided to p ibliah
the winter millinery and cordially inthat contained nothing but rail- in this country.
new completed list next week.
vites the ladies to coma and see
road orders. The News has been
he nev style.
2 t.
Bryant
Representative
of
publishing a directory with not
Ivan Bridges is putting in his
county
Rev.
H.
and
Roosevelt
J.
only the r:.;!ioad orders but the
spare time on the construction
lodge and church directory and Shepard of the Portales
ERLE E. FORBES
of
a two story structure, near his
were up from Portale?
charged $2 .50 to run it a month
AUCTIONEER
residence. The lower compartin the paper besides the direc- Saturday in Mr. Bryant's car, ment will be utilized for a coal
Knthlntt too Inrirc or tin ma!f tn
at auction. H.tvo your frontta ready
tory cards. It takes an outsider They stopped here en route from house and hi
fur iiu'.urtluy Sule.
friends say that
Shepard
Mr.
who
home.
Texico
with a good front and plenty of
upper
story
the
will
poker
be
a
CLOVIS,
NEW MEX.
nerve to catch some people. recently conducted the News room, but
do
they
not
that
want
They don't have faith in the piano campaign has been in Sadler to get
wise. Access is
Notice of Suit
home editor. While the city Oklahoma for several weeks con- gained by climbing step
a
ladder
meetings.
He
ducting
revival
council is at it they might enact
Ola
Fahsholtz, a defendant in
and admission by giving the
an ordinance to protect the home advises us that he contemplates proper raps and pass
the
suit
hereafter mentioned is
words.
Itj
printer as well as other business moving to Clovis soon.
is provwea witn the necessary hereby notified:
enterprises. They would rather Plumbing, Repair prompt and trap dojrs
That suit has been commenced
and ball alarms.
charge the home printer a license satisfactory. Phone 72.
in the District Court of Curry
Rain has fallen on several days County, New Mexico
fee for boosting the town and
wherein
during
the past week and the Fred Fahsholtz is plaintiff and
let the outside faker work hi?
ground is thoroughly soaked.
graft free.
Ola Fahsholtz is defendant, said
While it will be of great benefit
being numbered 908 on
cause
V
to the new wheat of which
the Civil Docket of said Court.
there is a large acreage planted And that the general objects of
throughout the country, it is not said
suit are to obtain a decree
looked upon with delight by
for a divorce from you the said
stockmen and growers of forage Ola FaKsholtz, and for cpsts of
crops. Most, of the forage stuff
this action.
has not matured and at this
You are further notified that
ROSWELL, N. M, OCT. 4th, 9th, 1915
season of the year it is time that unless you appear, plead or anRound Trip Fare $4.33. Tickets on sale (ht. 3rd to 9th.
it was beginning to take on a swer in said cause on or before
fall tint. It will also start the
Gciing? See me. Phone 136.
the 23ru day of October. 1915.
grass growing again which was
judgment by default will be
L.
curing up nicly.
An early taken against you in said
suit.
frost following the rain would
Plaintiff's attorney is Wm. A.
play havoc.
Gillenwater, whose business and
post office address is Clovis,
Times-Heral-

d

The Sanitary
t Barber Shop

A revival meeting, which will
begin Oct. 3 1915, will be conducted at Texico by Evangelist
Sid Williams and his singer, J.
A. Brown. Williams has been
very successful with his meetings in Texas, haying had 25,000
additions to his own church and
6,000 toother churches during
his ministry. Meetings will be
held at the First Baptist Church.
Walter Taylor, Pastor.

j

Khtirrctt

&

('umiiimhum,

Hrupa.

The Old Reliable Shop
in charge of first class
workmen.

"Safety Last"
Leave the safety razor
alone and don't irritate

I!

and torture your skin.

!!

30

DE

There is no other season of the year will
compare with this in beuutv and loveliness
of home surroundings. A photograph would
preserve for all tima the lovely views all
about you.
I am especially equippel for this work
with a high powered motorcycle, I can come
cheaply and quickly to any part of the country on a few minutes notice. Whether it is
just some inexpensive pictures, or the very
finest views, I guarantee to please you with
the work, and with the price.
Call or write

The State Live Stock and
Products Exposition
--

R. CONARTY, Agent.

LOOK CHILDREN, FREE!
Parents Nama

.

Address
Childs Name
What Fire Insurance does your father carry $
When does it expire
What on
Every child bringing this card with questions answered
to our office will be given a good school bag free.

CARTER . ROBINSON
CLOVIS,

ABSTRACT

2

t.

Rev. D. A. Sanford, Pastor.

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

Unity."
I have arranged for the Loaning of $20,000 at 5 and (5 per
cent simple interest. Direct to
borrower, on Clovis property.
To purchase, build, improve or
take up and extend mortgage.
If you need loan address me at
once.

U-R-N-

B.

Union Barber Shop

EXT

R. H. SNELLINGS,

jjlatisfaction

Proprietor.

guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!

PHONE 277
for estimates on Painting and
Paper Hanging. All kinds of inside work. We also
Paint Automobiles, and do Furniture Impairing.

Witness my hand and seal of
said court this 9th day of Sep
tember, 1915.

(SEAL)
W. C.

Bv Mae Litchfield, Deputy.
S

10- -O

J. W. Burges, a defendant in
the suit hereafter mentioned is
hereby notified:
That suit has been commenced
in the District Court of Curry
County,
New Mexico wherein
Katie Burgess is plaintiff and
J. W. Burgess is defendant, said
cause being numbered 887 on
the Civil Docket of said court.
And that the general objects of
said suit are to obtain a decree
for a divorce from you the said
J. W. Burgess and for costs of
this action.
You are further notified that
unless you appear, plead or answer in said cause on or before
the 23rd day of October. 1915.
judgment by default will be
taken against you in said suit.
Plaintiff's attorney is Wm. A.
Gillenwater, whose business and
postolli:? address is Clovis, New

-t

(SEAL)
first,

$225.(0,

Ktcnnnl

V. C. Znr.WEK.

by

farm
mortiraae on rroj
near town, 12 per cent interest.
I:iq. W. J. C.

Clerk.
By Mne Litchfield, Deputy

1

S

10- -6
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"THE PHOTOGRAPHER IN YOUR TOWN"

lt

Zerwer,
Clerk.

PEARS, PEARS
We expect to have apples
and pears Friday. Sixty bu.
of choice Pecos Valley pears
are coming, which we can
sell at only $1.25 per bushel,
Mexico.
They are from Dexter and
Witness my hand and Fen! of
fresh from the orchard.
said court thii 9th day of Sep-Model Grocery.
u m ?r. liii-Wanted--

A. L. Searsy & Company.

and T. C. Yates,
Hereford, Texas.

ROBINSON

New Mexico.

Notice of Suit

Episcopal Church
Morning service with sermon
at 11 a. m. Subject: "Christian
Unity. Church Unity,
Real

CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
112

1--

COMPANY

NEW MEXICO.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
First Class Work.
South Main St

APPLES, APPLES
We expect to receive a
car of choice Dexter apples
right from the tree Friday.
Applet are very scarce this
year, but we will be able to
sell these at $1.00 per bushel.
Model Grocory.

8.

C. V. STEED
Undertaker

Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

&

Night Phone

S8.

LEE HAZELWOOP
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

R

(JOHNSON BROS.)

j

Embalmcrs and Funeral Directors

I

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

8

LADY ASSISTANT
Day Fhone 211.

75
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GIRL SEES HORSE
OF ORANGE HUE
Oddly Radiant Beast is Discovered in Chicago by Indiana Girl.

Washington

May

of Fashion 'TOO MUCH!' SHE CRIES

Be World's Capital

Plan for the transferring of the dictatorship of the
from Paris to Washington are under way. The Initial
movement toward making this city the style center of the universe has been
made by the chamber of commerce
through negotiations with the Amer-trachamber of commerce at the
French capital; the proposition Is now
to enlist the united efforts of merchants In the scheme which might result In magnificent benefits to Washington.
The world war has dealt stunning blows to modistes of France.
Coming with a suddenness that was
startling, the conflagration that was
destined to envelop the greater part
of the earth's Inhabitants found the Paris firms overstocked.
As a precaution
for self protection, these same merchants now are focusing their attention
upon the scats of governments in the nations that are not involved In the
In their search they look to Washington, the capital of the foremost
conflict.
neutral country, as the logical place from which to dispense the code that Is
tn govern the fashions during the years to come.
Restrictions in the matter of passports have served to turn back buyers
from America who have annually made pilgrimages to Paris. The result Is
that there is a more restricted supply of foreign fashionable goods here at
present tlinn at any other time, when the fall fashions are supposed to be
attracting the attention of houses that cater to the elite.
While there Is no formal action by which the Capital of Fashion Is transferred from city to city or nation to nation, a favorable answer from the
hitherto dictators Is all that Is considered necessary for Washington to
assume the position in the van.
WASHINGTON

Other

Peculiarities

of Animal Are
e
Eyes,
Mane and Green Tail Carried
Cleaver In Foot

Canary-Colore- d

8ky-Blu-

n

.1

z&

Chicago.
An
horse
absolutely not the scarlet one that
haunted Evanston last February, but
orange-colorevivid, like flame has
been observed lately on the South side
of Chicago, especially, If not exclusively, in the neighborhood of Fifty-thirstreet and Indiana avenue.
A riot call brought a wagon load of
police to that corner immediately after
the first appearance ot the oddly
radiant beast. The shrill screams ot
ft woman who never had seen a horse
like that before aroused the whole
neighborhood.
But the horse disappeared as quickly as It had come.
Have Only Description.
Detectives who have sought to Identify the animal and to question its
Jwner if he should be found, say that
Aey have not themselves seen the
lorse, but have obtained an
lescrlption from a young lady, as fol- orange-colore-

d

d

s

Has a Pet Jaguar

remotest corners of the world in quest
decorations for milady, but Mrs. Hazel Wilson of this city enjoys
the happy distinction of being the first member of the national capital's
"smart set" to possess a real, live,
undiimosticatPd baby Jaguar for a
chum and companion. To be sure, It
Is only two months old, and no larger
than a big house cat. but it has a
formidable array of long, white, sharp
teeth encircling Its jaws, small, piercing, yellow eyes an J a very short temper.
Although Mrs. Wilson and Beauty
have been friends only a few weeks
the little wild pet seems to take his
captivity as a matter of course, and
has already made up his mind that Washington society is not such an cn
pleasant habitat. Beauty is nourished from "the bottle," Just as any other
baby would be, and if he does not grow up to be a decent, respectable Amerl
can citizen he can blame his own Jungle forbears and what's more, he has
been made to understand that If he displays any of his vicious traits In the
presence of "company" his education will cease, his fair companion will
desert him, and he will be hurried off to the too where less consideration
will be shown him.
At his owner's home in the Thomas, Beauty is given the utmost freedom
even to reclining In bis niiBlress' arms to receive the dally manicure and
bath, and when he Is real nice be Is allowed to accompany his benefactress
on her morning walks and drives. He showed the greatest delight one day
when the "movie man" arrived to chronicle his funny little antics.
At first, in true savage fashion, he tried to Intimidate bis audience, bul
when he was told It was quite the proper thing for
Americans to be
exploited in the "movies" he growled his approbation and b'lnked and
purred and somersaulted until the camera film was exhausted
Beauty was captured tn the wilds of Brazil before his eye were open
and was sent to Mrs. Wilson by a friend.
SOCIETY

1ms explored some of the

well-bre-

Money Destroyed

at
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Rate of $5,000,000 a Day
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thin strip upon the
eastern coast of the Mediterranean sea, the Holy
Land, sacred to the
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EOEEMED paper money with a nominal value of $1,541,131,111 In 377.364.18H pieces was destroyed
by the treasury department during the fiscal
year ended June 30. Officials estimate the notes weighed 590 tons and that
about $5,000,000 worth was destroyed
each day.
In 1865 only 70.000.000 pieces of
paper money with a nominal value of
$144,219,920 were destroyed.
llegula
tlons for the destruction of paper
money have recently been codified
and revised by the treasury department.
The government first issued paper
money In connection with the Civil
war finances, and Secretary Chase's
regulations were based upon the act
of congress of March 17, 1S62. authorizing the secretary to prescribe the
method of destroying notes unfit for circulation.
Although changes In the
treasury department's business have resulted In modification of practically
every procedure established by the original regulations. Secretary Chase's
order had never been abrogated or formally revised. There have been many
changes in practice, however, during the intervening years, and many ol
them are not matters of record.
Hy Secretary
McAdoo's orders these changes are now complied and
brought up to date, with additional modifications as safeguards to meet
the
conditions of the present day.
In Secretary Chase's time paper money and securities were destroyed
by burning Experience showed that this was not the safest plan In connection with the destruction of distinctive paper, because It Is difficult to burn
bundles of money, and undestroyed pieces may escape through the chimney.
For this reason the act of June 23, 1874, authorized the destruction by
maceration.
The destruction of these once valuable bits of paper has always been
witnessed by Joint committees.
This policy la continued in Secretary
order.
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Winner of Mile Run Explodes
Tradition That One
Man Can't Have Both.
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A PUBLIC WE.LU IN NAZARE.TH
the social center for all the spring, she will say she has five chilvillage men, who love companionship dren and two girls or whatever the
Kach day, by numbers may be. This Is the more
and are great goHHlps.
husband
turn, one of the villagers furnishes strange since the would-bthe coffee, beans and sugar, to be must pay his father-in-laa handBerved to the men who guther at the some price for the girl, while boys
guest chamber, lie, also, supplies the are a heavy expense, and their wives
food and bedding If some ordinary and weddings are costly affairs.
guests come along.
"Women are looked upon as some"They are, of course, great respect thing inferior. The woman may nevers of persons; so that If a common er call her husband by his first name,
man happens In, a couple of fried eggs but 'Ob father of Ahmed', or whatever
with bread and olives will d for him, the eldest son's name may be. The
If a more Important personage ar wife likewise takes the name of her
rives, a pair of roast chickens is pro
son. The husband will nevvided for his supper; but If a still er say 'my wife' or mention her first
more honored one or a company of name, but will say either 'the mother
men apeur, a lamb or kid la killed. of Ahmed' or 'my family', 'the relative
The village guestchamber Is a club of In uiy bouse', 'the forbidden', or the
the village men.
daughter of my uncle!' The reason
"Children in the peasant families for this last title Is that the village
are always welcomed.
The father man In the Holy Land marries his first
prides himself on his boys. Even the cousin in preference to anyone else,
mother prefers them, and when ques- and tn fact she cannot marry another
tioned as to the number of her off- - if he wants her.
"When tho fellah or peasant child
is born. Its tender skin, without belug
washed, is rubbed with olive oil and
salt. For seven consecutive days It is
reoiled, and when a week old gets tts
first bath and Is again oiled. In some
compllshed by a man of more than
localities they cons'der it unsafe to
ordinary
Intellectual
development.
the baby before It Is 40 days old.
Mr. Taber Is an American who, after bathe
Mortality iidom the babies is great,
his graduation from llrown university,
Is not to b wondered at, for In
went to Oxford, as a Rhodes scholar. and It
the rough treatment they reHe was a runnor of ability when at view of
becomes a question of the
ceive,
it
Brown; he continued to dovelop brain
of the fittest
survival
and body together at Oxford, and his
"The ways of these village folk,
running has Improved aa bis mind has
methods of agriculture, of adtheir
broadened and matured.
ministration, ot household and comThere Is a special reason why munity, and of sanitation are primiAmericans should be proud of Mr. tive reminiscences ot the days before
Taber's achievement, however. Until
coming of Christ The refuse ot
recently It had been a tradition that, the villages are piled in great heaps
their
while Americans were supreme In the around It, and there left to fester.
dashes, and field events, which require
Their plowing Is a bare scratching of
tense skill aid quick effort rather
ground with wooden plows, while
than endurance, they were usually In- the
they thresh their grain by flailing and
ferior to their British cousins In the treading, and mill It In stone mortars.
long runs, which require what the
"The marriage customs of these peo
Engllshmar
"bottom," or what ple are Interesting. Young men marthe Ameii'-- s
youth less eunhonlouslv ry at about twenty, and girls between
terms "gut
Mr. Taber has helped
twelve and sixteen. The son, on comto Bhsttei this tradition and vindicate ing of marriageable age, picks his
thd American staying power.
wife by choice of sight no courtship
Is allowed when his father arranges
How Far New York Trains Travel.
all further details. The girl has
The subway and elevated trains In voice In the matter. The price of M
the boroughs of Manhattan and the bride depends on her age, beauty useBronx, New York city, travel every fulness and family connections.
It
day a distance of more than twice the ranges, in our money, from $100 to
circumference of the globe.
1400."
which

Ik

first-bor-

HAS BRAWN IN SPITE OF BRAIN

That the possession of brawn does
not necessarily preclude the possession of brains is the lesson taught us
Never Had Seen Horse Like That hy young Norman S. Taber, lately an
Before.
Oxford Rhodes scholar, who recently
says she had a late supper that eve- In the Harvard stadium established a
record of four minutes
ning In the loop district, and she did new world'sthree-fifth-s
seconds for the
not see the horse until some time twelve and
mile run, breaking by
after she had retired.
ot four minThe lady's home is not It Chicago, of a second the record
s
seconds,
and
but In Peru, Ind. She ws visiting uter
by W. O.
as established
friends here and enjoying the taste whlcn
years
England twenty-ninof city life greatly, very greatly, Im- George or
mensely. In fact, It would be difficult ago
Stop watches today record fifths
to exaggerate the degree of the enjoynot fourths of a second. It may
ment
point upon
But In Peru, it is said, the oldest seem like putting too fine a
In timo It to twentieths
race
running
a
Inhabitant never has seen a horse like
: but In this age of specialEleven-CeStamp Is Now Sold by Uncle
the one she saw here. Some of the of a second
highly specialvillage residents, it Is true, have seen ization nothing Is more
ized tlan athletics: and as five of the
animals,
as
curious
such
other
of an
stamp has been authorized by the postmaster
slxteen-ouncspiders and most reliable watch holders In the
THE issuance
and the po&t office department Is now prepared to supply stamps
caught Mr. Taber'a time
longer
village fire country all
the
dachshunds
than
ot this denomination to postmasters. The new stamp will be used chiefly in
alike, there Is little doubt that he fairnever
an
hose,
but
prepaying postage on parcels and
ly tied the record and that technically
horse with gold teeth.
postage and insurance fee on Insured
ha certainly broke It.
appearance
was,
of
the
The
horse
ELEVEN CENT STAMPS NOW'
parcels amounting to 11 cents.
Hut. as we said before, the Interstrange
so
Indeed,
that she screamed esting
ON SALE"
The local postage rate upon parrel
thing about this achievement
hysterically when she saw It, and It
post Is 11 cents upon parcels weighing
of wind and muscle Is that It was ac- brought
was
matter
cries
the
that
her
13
12 and
pounds. In the first and
to the attention ot the police.
second zones packages weighing seven
USES ACETYLINE IN FOREST
pounds take
cents.
Diamond Found in Pancake.
In the fourth zone, It cents Is reNewcastle, Ind. Mrs. C. C. Hyde re
quired for two pound parcels, and In
Forestrit Utilize it to Flash Mes- cently missed a diamond set out of a
sages by Morse Telepartne seventh zone for
ring. After a diligent search about
graph Code.
cels. The rate m the seventh zone for
up
given
was
aa
lost.
set
borne
the
the
a ii ii. nence It was
11 pounos
ago
were
mornings
pancakes
A
few
The new acetylene signal lantern
found tnat an II cent stamp would meet a widespread need and demand.
for breakfast. One member ol used In the national forest service for
Postmstters desiring a supply of the new stamp may now make requisition served
the family found something hard In his signaling by the Marse telegraphic
fo it.
Ordinary stamp Issues now embrace denominations from 1 cent to II mouth and on examination It proved code works so successfully that mesrents, inclusive, and five additional 15 cents, 20 cents, 30 cents, 60 cents and to be the lost diamond. It is supposed sages can be read hy the naked eye
1.
stamp bears the bead ot Franklin in profile, from Houdoi s the set dropped from the ring into at a distance ot flftoen miles In clear
The
oust, and is p. inted in dark green ink. It Is ot tne same shape and size aa some butter and was conveyed to thf weather, and the lantern baa been
cake.
worked to focA advantage over a dts- Uf oioei ordinary atamus.
nt

w,

war-lovin-

two-third- s
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FLACC
CHRI5T WA5 BAPTIZE
BY JOHN THE. BAPTIST
AT

Christians.
Jews and MoB,enl8' and
ground
f
wherein
were
The orange-colorebody is merely one
cradlud
,,lea" w,"ch
)f the peculiarities.
In addition I nohave made almost all
ticed that the eyes are canary yellow,
Wj
civilization tributary. Is
:he mane
the tall a tropic
lhade of green, the tongue Jet block Moslem powera Inbridge between the
Asia Minor and the
ind pointed like a fishhook, and the
Moslem power
Kgypt, and so as:eeth presumably
artificial are of sumes strategic in
Importance in the war
polished gold."
of the nations. Yot tho Holy Land Is
Meat Cleaver In Forefoot.
a laud embalmed in the spirit and cusQuestioned more closely, the young toms of 3.000 years
ago, according to
woman remembered
that the beast a description of village lire there as
limped a little with its right forefoot, prepared by
John I). Whltlug for the
ind thnt the left forefoot, oddly Bhaped
National Geographic noclety:
ike thn hand of a gorilla, hrrndlshed
"Manners and customs
pretn ordinary meat cleaver such as may vailed In Palestine In Hlhlicalwhich
days
arc
je observed In any butcher shop. This still unchanged. While the townspeotern, the cleaver, is believed to be ple nre ioslng
their ancient customs
.he only tangible clue to the Identity
and quaint costumes, the vlllugcrs
)f the beast. At a late hour last are, In these
things, as they were
tight, however, the police had not re- 000 years ago.
Three dlBtlnct classes
ceived any complaint ot a missing Inhabit the land;
the Uodouln. a
lleaver.
race; the Fellaheen,
The young lady said also that the agriculturists, shepherds
and villuge
Ips of the horse, when she biw it, dwellers; and the Madanlyeh, who
were parted in "a sort of leering grin."
live In the towns nnd cities and are
3ut this testimony Is not taken at artisans.
.
ar, tor authorities are agreed that a
villages are locat"The present-daleer.'
laugh
never
Is
a
Is
It
lorse
ed, aa a rule, either on the tops of
.berefore supposed that she Is mis
hills, originally for protection, or near
aken about the lips.
some spring or source of water. Many
Had Late 8upper In Loop.
are built upon the foundations of build-liigIt was Monday night that the young
whose origin dates back thousoman saw the horse. It must have sands of years. There does not exist
teen nearly midnight, too, for Bbe a Blngle example ot a peasant village
that has been founded in modern
times.
"Village streets are crooked, narrow and unpaved.
The farmers'
bouses are crowded close together for
protection. These houses consist of
one lurge room, usually square. About
of the space within Is devoted to a raised, masonry platform,
some 8 to 10 feet above the ground,
and this Is the kitchen, storeroom,
bedroom and living room of the family. Ilelow this platform, the cattle
and flocks are housed, goats and
sheep, a few work cuttle, and perhaps
a donkey or camel.
"Kach village has a guest chamber

"The horse Is quite different from
:he type ordinarily seen In Chicago.
d

Society Woman in Washington

X.

.

oy

tance of nineteen miles when good
binoculars were used at the receiving
station.
The gas Is produced by the ordinary carbide and water, and the tank,
which is adjustable to the back of the
lantern, Is sufficiently large for about
three hours of signaling.
When
burning
normally
only
enough gas Is admitted to the lantern
to maintain a minute flame, but when
the controlling key Is depressed the
gas aperture Is enlarged and the flame
flares up Instantly,
producing
a

"flash," which continuen so long as the
key Is kept depressed. The dots and
dashes of the Morse code are produced by manipulation of the key.
Popular Mechanics.
The Instinct of Precedence.
"Of course, your wire favors votes
for women T"
"Yes." replied Mr. Meekton; "but
I suspect she'll And It hard to approve of any plan that allows soma
of the women she knows to vote Just
the same aa she does."

'
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CZAR

AND

CZAREVITCH

IN

were driven back In front and at ou

UNIFORM

EXPERIENCE BOTH

FROM

TO KNOW

"But the section of the trench for
which we fought had become useless
to us. We gave It up and slowly reretreated, keeping the enemy at
spectful distance by heavy rifle Are.
"For
short while the enemy took
possession of our destroyed ditch, but
he could not hold It. When we rewe found
took it by a counter-attacIt filled with the bodies of dead
French soldiers. We quickly dug our
selves In again, but tomorrow the re
paired trench may be In the handa of
the enemy once more. Then we will
have to retake it again, and so It
goes on."

i

DECEIT

Ill ALL OUR
NEIGHBORHOOD

The captain had not been long married wben be was ordored into camp.
Is Hardly A Woman
To be sure, tbe camp waa iu pluin There
sight of the captain's residence, but Who Does Not Rely Upon
then it was still a separation; and to
Lydia E. Pinkham's Veglighten this terrible condition It was
arranged that the bereaved h mbaud
etable Compound.
and wife should signal to each other
Princeton, 111. "1 had inflammation,
often with their handkerchiefs. It was
on the second day that the young wife hard headaches in the back ot my neck
weakness all
and
was seated on (he porch reading. "Tell
caused by female
me, Jane," said she, "Is tbe captulu
trouble, and I took
"Yes, ma'am," anstill signaling?"
Lydia E. Pinkham'i
swered the niuld. "Then keep wnvlng
Vegetable Com1 want
your handkerchief.
to finish
pound with such exthla novel." At tbe same time, In
cellent results that I
camp an officer from an adjoining
am now feeling fine.
company stepped up to the captain.
1
recommend th
"1 say, old fellow," be asked, "why do
7ft Compoundand prais
you keep that man out there all day
7 it to all. I shallow
waving a haudkerchiof ?" "Ob, It's
i glad
to have yon
practice for
merely a bit of signal-codpublish my letter.
him."
There is scarcely neighbor around me
whodoea not use your medicine. "Mra.
A Real Sport
3. F. Johnson, R. No. 4, Box 30, Princa-to- n,
"Them city tellers Is pretty slick,
Illinois.
but they can't foot me," said Hiram
Experience of a Nurse.
Waybackor.
"Tbey couldn't interest you in any
Poland, N. Y. "In my experience as
'a
nurse I certainly think Lydia E.
of their skin games, eh?"
Vegetable Compound is great
"I should say not! Two o' them offered ter show me th' only German medicine. I wish all women with fesubmarine in captivity. I law! Haw!" male troubles would tnke it I took it
when passing through the Change of
"And what did you say to that?"
"I told 'cm ter git out th' sliellB Life with great results and I always rean' tho pea, an' I'd make one guess commend the Compound to all my paJest tor keep 'em from beln' lone- tients if I know of their condition in
time. I will gladly do all I can to help
some."
others to know of this great medicine."
Mrs. I Ion ace Newman, Poland, Her
But if a man Is foolish and doesn't
know It, it's a sign that he has no kimer Co., N. Y.
If you are ill do not drag along until
wife to Instruct him.
n operation is necessary, but at one
Red Crois Bug Bine, much better, grse take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
farther tlinn liquid blue. Get from any Compound.

WAD

Wm

If

IN

Evidently Mr. Jimao Waa to Get a How Signala Arranged For Between
Soldier and Hia Wife Really
Plentiful Quantity of Fresh
Were Carried On.
Air That Night.

Mr. Jlmso waa In the habit ot attending meetings which ofteu def-tained him after the usual hour of retirement. One night be was exceedingly late, and his wife, after fretting
herself into a temper, went to bed,
determined to give her husband a
Art i.U
lesson. Wben she had been upstairs
knock,
bout ten minutes she heard
so, putting her head out of the window, she inquired:
"Is that you, Torn?"
"Yea, Kate; come and open tbe
FLIRTING BY JUROR IS 0. K. door," was the answer.
"What has kept you out so late?"
sked bis wife.
Judge Refuses to Set Aside Verdict
"We hove been discussing the real
Reached Under Such Cirbenefits of fresh air," answered he.
cumstances.
"Well," returned bla better bait,
Olympia, Wash. The uncontradict- "you can lecture tomorrow night from
man Juror, while experience," and down went the wined allegation that
bang.
case, dow with
confined for consideration of
waved frequently to a pretty stenographer In a nearby office is not suffiNEGLECT YOUR SCALP
cient to Justify the setting aside of the
verdict reached under such circumAnd Lose Your Hair. Cutioura PreA
1 j
t .,7r i.i. 1?'
stances, the supreme court baa decidvents It Trial Free.
new
appeal
trial
for
ed, rejecting an
of the LlndqulBt damage suit against
Cutlcura Soap shampoos cleanse
the I'acitlc Coast Coal company.
nd purify the scalp of dandruff while
This cuBe was tried by a mixed tbe Ointment soothes and heals the
Jury. Two women Jurors, who did not Irritated scalp skin. Dandruff and
agrae to the verdict, signed allldavits itching are hair destroyers.
Get accharjIiiK members of tbe majority quainted with these supercreamy emol'
'
4 is
I"5
i
with various Irregularities. Including lients for the skin and scalp.
linn
m
"signaling" to a woman in another ofSample each free by mall with Book.
fice. All these charges were contraAddress postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY,
New pnotograph ol the ctar ul Kusxia and his heir, (lie czarevitch, garbed dicted in counter affidavits except the BoBton. Sold everywhere. Adv.
in tbe uniform of offlceri of tbe KuBslan army. Ttia young mao aeems to signnling accusation
nave outgrown bli Invalidism.
And Then Some.
QUEEN OF BULGARIA
"Would you call llonry Ford
man?'
"This Is our trench," he said, exany"Well, he's a
plaining the map to me "Over thero
FIGHT LIKE DEMONS on
how."
the heights tbe artillery of the
enemy stands.
"Yesterday we were under heavy
Some men manage to make a little
fire from seven o'clock In the mornnoise in the world by rattling their anBernhard Kellermann Describes ing till nine o'clock at night The
cestor's bones.
trench waa destroyed and we were
Trench War at Souchez.
burled.
"About nine o'clock In tbe evening
The
Roada and Patha for Mllea Around the shejls began to fly over us
enemy was trying to drive back
reUnder Fearful Fire Little Hamlief column and to storm what was
K"v- let Now la Marked for
left of our trench.
Our lieutenant
Vt Contents is Fluid Dractusf
All Time.
shouted a command and in
moment
.
our trench resembled an
We
By BERNHARD KELLERMANN.
dug ourselves out. Most of our guns
(International News Service.)
had become uselesa, but we bad
On the Weatern German Front.
have aeen them and talked to them,
"The French swooped down upon
(the men fighting out there In the us. but we sent a couple of dozona of
trenchea of Souchex. Just now they grenades Into their ranks. Tbe
re resting, but tonight they will be waa ao thick that we could smoke
not aee
fighting again like demons. The roada each other
)
nd patha for miles around are under
"For a moment tbe enemy recoiled,
fearful lire. Almost every aecond a but (hen believing ua finished, be
ad
ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT.
shell burst! with a deafening roar. vancod again, as he had
v
received
Through thla Inferno they must pasa.
yelling, singing and
they
will be In Snuchex.
TMf
laughing we threw atlll more grenades.
ling the Stonuduand Bowels of
Vdiat la Bouchez? A email village
"At the same moment we noticed
which nobody knew a few months that the Frenchmen were also begin
ago and whlrb now will never be for- nlng to attack from one of
their
Promotes DiCestioaCltcerful-negotten again.
The little hamlet la trenchea at our right. In tbe direction
Cr
j
and Rest.Contains neither
marked for all time, like Oravelotte of tbe sugar refinery.
Like peas
Opiiun.Morphine nor Mineral
nd Woertb. If bell keepa booka the from a barrel they came pouring out
Not
name of 8ouchex must be entered In or the emoke. The lieutenant shoutlarge lettera
!
ed: 'One man to the front with I
There U nothing left of the village grenades!' A single aoldler advanced
but heap of ruins. The trenchea are and atarted to throw bombs. Who
if
few hundred yarda from the village, waa It?"
behind a curtain of fire. Through
"I did It." answered one of tbe men.
thla curtain our boya In gray must a farmer from Silesia. "I took an
nr'-pasa. There are no communicating armful of grenades and fired away a'
passages the French artillery on tho random, but the bomba bit their mark.
A perfect Remedy lorCtitTpa-Uon- .
i no uiosi
recent pboiograpu ol
ne'ghts of l.oretlo does not permit The Frenchmen fell back. Wben tbey Kleanore. queen of Bulgaria, which
Sour SlonwcriDuirrnovn,
Worms. Fewrishnes.t and
them
The trenchea ran only be advanced again I had no more gren- waa made on tbe porch outside tbe
reached over the open Held, through ades and had to run. Tbey aent vol- royal palace at Sophia, abowa bur
Loss Sleep,
leys after me, but I safely reached our wearing the simple native costume of
tbe unceasing hall of French shells.
Fac simile Signature of
Hut our men are fearless.
The queen before
Their trench again and Jumped Into one of ber subjects.
uniforms wore all
her marriage to tbe Bulgarian king
at one the craters."
time, but nobody la able to distinguish
Then the noncommissioned officer waa the Princess Eleanore of
The Cektaur cnMnurf,
favorite at the Russian
their color now. Only the Aral ser- continued:
NEW YORK.
geant Inoka as If he Just came from
court. She la distinguished for ber
"The Frenchmen
believed
sure of their aucceaa. but our work In the Red Cross field, having
tbe tailor shop. Ilia uniform la spotless and hie hands are carefully mani- lieutenant waa ready for them. He been bead ot one of the largest Red
e
cured.
sent eight men ahead Into the craters Cross hospitals during the
war.
She may be called
With the long nnlla of hla little and the Are of thla little detachment
finger he traces the position on the mowed (he enemy down when be upon soon, should her country be
map Before the war he waa a high came on in close formation
In the drawn Into the present war, to again
Itnl Copy of Wrapper
school professor, but now be Is a sol- meantime our machine guns had been do the effective Red Cross work for
brought Into action and the French which she Is noted
dier every Inch of htm.
One Commandment Broken.
Bridget The new neighbors want to
MIX-U- P
IN BOARDING HOUSE FIND FISH IN THE FIELDS FARMER FOOLS HOLD-U- P
MAN cut their grass, mum. and they sont
over to ask the loan of your
Judge Steps In and Rulea That 11 Maraia dea Cygnee Farmers Spear Palma 180 When Ordered by North DaChannel Cata on Flooded
la Price of Kiaa, Welcome or
kota Highwayman to Hold
Mistress Lend them our lawnmnw-e- r
Up Handa.
Sanda In Kansaa.
Unwelcome.
to cut grass on tho Uabbath! Certainly not! Tell them, llriilget, that
,
guenemo,
Kan
Grand Forks. N D Jerry Fllzpat-rickThe wheatflelda
Hammond. Ind. Judge Frank Prest
we haven't one. Host on Transcript.
a wealthy farmer of Euclid. Minn.,
recently ruled that til Is tbe price and other bottom lands near here
klsa, no matter whether It Is which have been flooded by tbe Ma- palmed (80 successfully a few nights
Smile on wash dsjr. Tht' when vou um
of
welcome or unwelcome, given or raia dea Cygnea are being turned In- ago when accosted by a highwayman Red Cro Hag Hlue. Clothes hilrr than
All grocers. Adv.
now.
to fishing ponds by the farmers
Mr a. Stanley Holla kept
Hlg neat thla city
atolen.
"Hands up!" cried the thug Out of
boarding house. Tom Dashlnskl, the yellow channel catfish weighing five
The art of bluffing Ilea In knowing
star hoarder, kissed her Then Joe and six pounds are being caught, many Fttzpatrlck's pockets his bands went when not to.
I'eganlk tried to do the same thing, of the anglera spearing them with straight over bis bead. Tbe tbug
searched his victim aud fouo4 teaa
but Mrs. Holla resisted, and when her pitchforks
Judging from the large number of than one dollar
husband returned ahe told on him
No such thing
FHzpatrtck bad feared trouble and
After Holla beat up both men with Ash being caught In the wheatHelda,
a piece of lead pipe he caused their the cattish have a strong liking for had been walking with four $20 gold
as "rubber
arrest. After they were fined f each the small kernels Passengers going plecea in bla right band, and wben Ills
roofing"
money
up
up
weut
tbe
Joe and Tom shook handa and bad through on the trains crowd at the handa went
I
car windows to see the unusual sight with them
Stanley arreated and lined.
A lot W mumf mctwora cad tholr
roofing
K ubb.r Kooff to s.
t
of farmers fishing In their wheatflelda
"RubboriM." "Rubbmid" RublMMkuuMl
Plltsboro. N. C Messrs. James and
8nake Causes Runaway.
Tb. lifa ia all out of robber if
RubboMbaL
county
are twins
lho darliaht for ia month..
.spMad
John Hums of thla
Ind. A
Lawrenceburg,
team ot
Tkara la no oack thins aa "Rubbor Roof in."
Saw Far Ahead.
and ere probably the oldest twins in
attached to a hay atacking ma
ml any kind. Than ia aa rubbor ia
k"ee
thia state, being over seventy seven
Wichita, Kan. Mra. Jlara Fay.
tNefie driven by Robert E. Jammison,
years old, wbo died here years old. Tbey recently had their
.
farmer of Jackson
aged
d
township, ran away wben black snake recently, bad prepared for her demise, photographs taken together for ine
Ih- -r
leg of one of tbe leaving nothing undone In funeral or firat time In their long Uvea
colled around
euldieia
Confederate
both
were
arrangements.
burial
borsea.
'

ADEPTS.

Hank.
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7W
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e
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Pink-ham-

ttamyt.lj

self-mad- e

mm

grocer.

Adv.

Better a song in the heart than
in the flat upstnlra.

If you wnntupcclal advice writ
Lydia K. Plnkliam Medicine Co,
(confidential) Lynn, Malta.

two

Children Cry For
i

ant-heap-

s

1

"irvUa,
AVfgclalilcPtvparalionforAs-slnulalingllitFuodandReOiiu-

3.

n

Narcotic.

l

igil

of

WOW
What

Is CASTORIA

Caatorla la a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Para
fforlc, Drops and Soothing By raps. It Is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotlo
ubstAnce. IU age Is Its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. For more than thirty years it
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation.
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.

CASTORIA

GENUINE
W M

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of
MsaaaSBlBiBBSSBllBMsV

field-gra-

Reuts-Kostrlt- i,

them-aelve-

Russian-Japanes-

lawn-mowe- r.

1

JSmi

Certain-tee-

sixty-four-

to render
NOW A HOSPITAL is
MANSION
whose
Only sailors and soldiers
to be accepted
are
are
healed
wounds
Men
8neltera
House
Roehampton
at the hospital, and there (hey will
Who Have Loat Limbs In
remain during tbe long period necthe War.
essary lor tbe fitting of an artificial
house has limb
London Roebampton
It has been computed thai up 10
military hoa
now been altered lino
(han fi74
pltal for the exclusive use of soldiers June 17 lasl no fewerdischarged limb
from
and sailors who have lorn one or otore less men have been figure
takes no
of their limbs In tbe war It is known the service, and thai now
in hospital
aa one ot "Queen Marys tonvalee account of the men
cent Auxiliary hospitals and us cbiet or those maimed in tbe Dardanelles
Interest lies In tbe peculiar service It fighting

Startling Information.
8an Angelo. Tex. John Corbet, a
trapper, is showing friends here a
rock which he lound along the North
Concho river The rock has a cavity
Mr.
in It in which- he found a frog
Corbel broke the rock and the frog
(Undoubtedly il had been
hopped out
(here many years
Turtles and Tortoises.
three hundred species ol
turtles and tortoises are known Some
of these attain a very la rife site
About

Roofing

It ! made of the very but Roofing Pelt thoroughly aaturalrd in our pronerly blrndcd
asphalt, an I coatnl by a harder trade ol
the eoft eaturatinn
.tph.lt which keep, roofing
from drying
within the Uia of the
out quickly.
It u guaranteed , 10 or 15 yean, according re-to
whether the Uucknau is i, 2 ot J ply
spectively.
Your local dealer wilt quote yon reasonable price on our goods.
Genera! Roofing Manufacturing Co.
r

Ter

bM

City
CUreto

CnriaaeU

Ailut.

nd ButUtmtt fVipr.
Cllee reaaMeUe

raulink

Mieanaila
RoaMba

Leaeaa

DrtraN

St.Uob
SeaFnarure
irile

KaeniCilr

Hu.h!t

lra?

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Putting Hia Foot In It.
I
do think you are clever,
aunt, to be able to argue with the
professor abnut sociology.
Aunt I've only been concealing my
Ignorance, denr.
Professor Ullka (gallantly ) Oh, no.
Miss Knowlfs. Quite the contrary. I
axuure you.

In Time of Due Prepare for Drought.
Brother CasHlus Cautious Kush came
forward to be baptized at the colored

Niece

campmeetlng.
The parson waa tired
of baptizing brother Cusslusand said:
"Waffoh you always come forward
You
to be baptized Into the fold?
done been baptUcd 17 times. I'se baptized you my own self every fall since
the big woods burned and Marse
As to a Voice.
blsself.
died font
"She says her voice Is adapted U
Ain't dat de truf?"
ail sorts of muBic."
"Amen," said Cas3ius.
"Well, It seems able to stand any
"How many times you nll expect to
strain."
be baptized, tint's what I ax ye?"
"I reclton," replied Casslus Cautious
Kush. "I'll be bapOed every year.
De oftener I gets ditt mortal clay
Backache is Discouraging
soaked down, de safer I'll be from
Nothing Is more discouraging
sparks on dat great day when de world
than a constant backache. Lame
am all on Are. Hallelujah!" Judge.
when you awaken, pains pierce you
wben you bend or lift. It's bard to
Disenchanting.
work or to rest, iiackache often
indicates bad kidneys. If the urine
A party of young men nnd women,
is disordered, passages too fremembers of a sketching club, were
quent or scanty, there is further
motoring along a country road. Just
proof. Delay is dangerous, t'rompt
within the fence on the left grew In- use of Doan's Kidney Pills now
numerable graceful stalks, each bear- may spare you serious trouble later.
Ing globes of pale green that shaded
Doan's la the world's
Into gray and purple.
kidney remedy.
"How enchanting!" exclaimed one
New
Case
young woman.
reryPittoro
"Do tell us," said anothor young
THIi
Niorv" m
j. J. Kyan, sa
N. Broadway. Awoman, equally enthusiastic, to a garlbuquerque. N. M .
dener standing near, "what those
says: "My kidney,
didn't act niclu and
thliiRs are."
I think the jur ot
Them's onions gone to
"Them?
riding- - and also
heavy lift inn weakseed." New York Times.
'

Hon-eycu-

ober-exerti-

'

A

Mexico
.

beau-oo-tlf-

ened them.

Kind He Liked Best.
She You like melon, do you not,
Mr. Bond.
He Yes; esiocltilly the kind frequently cu: by large corporations.
You can't very well dotlife the Ml
gates on the road to Succf.

I had

paint
ihirp
through the small

of niv back, my
head achoil and I waa stiMtM-- t to dlxzy
Kidney
pell. Donn'e
l'llla cured ma
and I haven't needed any kidney medicine during the past year."
Cat Doaa'a al Any Store, SOe a Boa

DOAN'SWiV

roSTER-attUUR-

1

CO BUFFALO, 11 Y.

oo

A1

1
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rLllAoIL LAUlLo

Dresses, Suits, Coats, Etc.
e
We have just received this week a dandy line of
Dresses in all the new
colors and styles. There isn't a store in Clovis that can show goods to even co npare
with our new Coats, Suits and Dresses. A splendid line of high class Waists CHEAP.
one-piec-

--

TP

The swellest thing ever produced are our
bined Hats, Boas and Mutts in colors to match.

sets of velvet and fur

three-piec-

com-

"TO

Ladies' and Children's Hats
Children's Hats for both Boys and Girls at from 50c to $1.00. They are just
from New York and are right up to date.
We have all the new styles in hats including the Puritans and the high crown
Vernon Ca9tle.

Dress Making
Mrs. Franklin, a first class dress maker of
has opened an establishment in our store.
She will make you a dress complete or can make 3
the necessary alterations in any of our clothing so
that we are able to guarantee a perfect fit.
Novelties

,

"TBI

A brand new line of Novelties,

el:

Fur Flowers, Fancy Orchids in Gold and Silver,

New Buckles for high crown Hats.

OSBORNE & WRIGHT.

-w

Local and Personal

Chester McGee, of Havener,
was a Clovis visitor Monday.

Work is progressing rapidly
Mrs. Franklin, an experienced
A party of local hunters are
on the new school building on dressmaker, of Texico-Farwelleasing the Santa Fe lake south
west side. Already the has established a dressmaking of town, which they will have
Miss Bess Trimble, of Claud,
"posted. " They will plant wild
was in the city visiting friends brick walla are almost complet- parlour with Osborne
ed.
Wright. She is considered an rice and endeavor to make the
Monday.
J. M. Heinz was in from his expert in the business and has place attractive for the teal and
l,

the

Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
Sam Pipkim was in town

Mon-

and

Frank Magee and family, of
from Claud.
Havener, were trading with
P. J. Ellis has accepted a
Clovis merchants Saturday.
as salesman at the Model
A girl was born at the home
Grocery.
.
of Mr. and Mrs.
McFarland
Mr. Woodward was in from
in east Go is Friday.
his farm Tuesday with a load of
Mrs. Ilendrix, of Farwell, was
rrt Ions.
in the city shopping Monday.
S. D. Doyil, of near Texico,
Sam Small has accepted a
was in the city after supplies
position with the Santa Fe as
seal clerk.
Mrs. K. 0. Bratton. niece of
A shipper says that he has
V.rs. Jim Stalker, returned to
he: home in St Louis last week. discovered that "safety first"
means safety first for ,the Santa
A. Mandell moved into his new
Fe pocket book.
residence on the Liebelt addition
E. E. Bundy, who has been
.y.fmday.
confined to the hospital for sevP.. V. Duke, the pioneer Curry
days is able to be out again.
County farmer, was in town eral
from his farm near St Vrain
Mrs. E. E. Bundy returned
Tuesday.
Monday from an extended trip
Wm. Murphy and W. F. New-io- east.
of Texico, were in the city
H. V. Stonehill expects to reTuesday on business matters.
ceive a couple of new Paige cars
were recently
They
soon.
Dr. J. Foster Scott returned
Detroit.
shipped
from
Saturday from
Conejos
country where he is locating a VV. W. Taylor, of Texico, was
sheep ranch,
a business visitor in the city
Monday. Rev. Taylor has been
Monday made us think o f
holding a meeting in Melrose.
what we did with our summer
wages.
a proIt was the first real fall John Starkweather,
day of the season and the cool gressive farmer residing northnorther sent the migratory birds west of Clovis, was in the city
urrying south.
after supplies Monday.
day

po-jK.-

n,

the

.

ranch near Texico the latter part
of last week with a load of choice
Rocky Ford cantaloupes.
Assistant District Attorney,
A. W. Hockenhull,
returned
Tuesday from Carlsbad, where
he has been on official business
The Clovis National Bank is
having the furniture and fixtures restained and is otherwise
undergoing a complete renovation.
Miss Daisy Rainbolt is here
visiting her sister, Mrs. Thos
Davenport and brother E. Ram

REALIZE

that the man who saves nothing is
like a horse on a treadmill

?

Despite all his labors each year finds
him just where he was the year before.
Get out of the treadmill and place

your feet upon the road to Success
by opening a BANK ACCOUNT.
We Pay 4 per cent Interest on Time Deposits,

Glovis National Bank
'THE

BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

sev-

Nels Anderson was in from
his farm near Havener Tuesday.
He reports that his daughter,
Miss Amy, has gone to Chicago
for the purpose of entering
school. Her many Curry County
friends will wish her much success.

Geo. Roach returned last week
from Denver, where he accompanied his brother Chas. Roach,
who is suffering from spinal
He was placed in a
fouble.
bolt.
hospital under the care of exDick Gayle, of Roswell, is in perienced physicians and
was
the city. The News is informed rapidly improving when George
that Mr. and Mrs. Gayle expect returned.
to again locate here.

J. B. Bills, the groceryman
has purchased a new Oldsmobile.
This is the first car of the kind
in Clovis and it is one of the
very best on the market.
Mrs.

Jim Stalker is suffering

from an injured knee sustained
by an accident when a car driven
by Jim Bishop turned turtle on
the Liebelt driveway recently.

R

Anafin

W. A. Foyil, the Tucumcari
banker, was in the city several
days this week. Mr. Foyil spoke
enthusiastically of the future
prospects of our neighboring
city to the north and says that
his bank deposits are increasing
rapidly.

Taken Up
One bay pony mare, age about
or 12 years branded E on left
hip and a UO connected. Collar
10

marked left shoulder.
(Clovis Elevator, Sept. 23rd.)
Wheat per bu
Wets.
Maize " 100 lbs
(wets.

Kaffir

this advertising.
S. E. Hill,
20 miles sounhwest of Clovis.
1- -t

G8ctp.

Feterita"
Corn

This Chest of Silver

Owner

can have property by paying for

Market Report

You Can Win

'

LOST: A six link bracelet.
G8cts. Finder will please return- i'. to
$1.10. Clovis News.

" "
" "

-

Vpd.

I

And then go right straight to Jerni-ganJewelry Store and get the full
's

particulars

regarding the SILVER

2G pieces of ALVIN
CONTEST.
SILVER and CHEST is absolutely
free. We even furnish you the forms
to write the answer on, which must

A

araa in DAvfAl

Monday, where he purchased a
car of apples and sixty bushels
of pears. He reports that apples
.i
t.
ii
vaney
are scarce jin me
mis
year.
J. B. Maxey, the contractor,
who is building the new west
side school building, returned
Tuesday from a visit to his home
in Plainview, where he attended
the fair.
A. G. Wright and W. B. Davis
went to Fort Sumner to look at
some homestead land Saturday
in Mr. Davis car. Mr. Wright
says that he can locate settlers
on good level government land.
W. H. Abbey, of Texico, was
in the city on business matters
Saturday. He is contemplating
selling or leasing his farm soon
and leaving for Phoenix Arizona.
G. W. Singleton, one of the
best boosters that Clovis ever
had, returned Saturday from
California, where he has been in
the employ of the Santa Fe in
the construction department.

mallard families when they coma
south this fall.

v Read This Advertisement

The old time system was to
trade wood, hen fruit, me Ions,
etc. for subscriptions.
The
News is not averse to a continuation of that system.
A bouncing big baby girl arrived at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. 0. 0. Skipwith Sunday
night.
All parties concerned,
doing we 1.
Mrs. A. M. Hill has opened a
Primary
and Kindergarten
school at the Christian Church.
Mrs. Hill is a teacher of much
experience. Send the little tots
to her.
A

DO YOU

already received orders for
eral fancy gowns.

The girls' band is in readiness
state fair at Albuquerque next month. Prof. D.
N. Croft has succeeded in securing an experience d clarinetist which was much needed for
certain class9s 'of music. The
transportation of the band will
be paid by the county fair association and their expenses there
will be defrayed by the state fair
management.
to attend the

Come to cur store today
and look at the picture
of the two young ladle.".
For the most clever en:ncr

not exceed 50 words. You know this
chest of silver might come in mighty
handy some day. And you only have
until Oct 30th. On Thanksgiving
Day

the announcement of the winner

will be made public.

In SO word or leta ua to whr.t
thejr are laying, we wi'.l uwurd

the chest of

SILVER
The

Long-Lif-e

Hate

See
shown In our window.
there altio concliliore of contest. Sign y uir name ar.d

address to your answer and
get It to us by Oct. 30. The
Cu. will act as
Alvin M'-i:-.

Be Sure
To

Watch
the Window!

Judge.

A.

E. T. Jernigan & Go.
Jewelers and Santa Fe Watch Inspectors

